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I. ~ntroduction and A巴knowledgement日
The universally accepted c1asslficatlon of the Grimmiaceae is that of BROTHERUS 
(1924) in ENGLER-PRANTJ.'S Pflanzenfamili日n. His treatment， summarized in Table 
1， is based 011 the features of both gametophyte and sporophyte. 
Tab1e 1. Summ3Iy of t1e c!assification of Grimmiaceae (BROTHERUS 1924). 
L Sllbfam. Scoulerioideae 
Blattri1'1'e mit mehr号renrnec1ianen Deutern. Ka1'8el ohne Luftraum. 
1. Scouleria HOOK. 
n. Sl1bfam. G:ri.mmioidea告
Blattrippe mit ventralel1 Deutern oder homogen. :Ka1'sel meist mit Lllftraum. 
2. Cosci押/'odoηSPRENG. 3. 1目dusiellaBROTH. et C. MUEI.L. 
4. Aligrunmia WILLIAMS 5. Grimmia EHRH. 
6. Rhacomitrium BRlD. 
やそ A dissertation 1'resented for the degree of Dr. Sc. of th2 Hiw2hlma Universlty. 
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Before then， DIXON (1896) divid巴dBri tish mosses of Grimmiaceae into seven 
genera. LOESKE (1930) divided this fami1y， with respect to theεan species， into 
five genera. GROUT (1933) divided this family of North Amεric旦 intofour subfamト
lies and eight ge配 ra:Subfam. L Grimmiε配 (Glyρhomitrium， Subfam. 
I. Scoulerieae (Scouleria)， Subfam. II. Hedwigieae (Braunia， Hedwigia)， Subfam. 
IV. Ptychomitrieae (Campylostelium， Rhacon宮itrium).NYHOLM (1956) 
divided the family of Fennoscandia into four genera. The cl呂ssificationof the Grim司
miac邑且ehas thus been made differently by εach scholar (Table 2). Glyphomitrium， 
Hedwigia， Braunia， Campylostelium and Piychomitrium were included in Grim-
miaceae by DIXON and GROUT， but most of the modern bryologists， following BROTHERUS 
(1924)， treat them as members of other families. 






























Even one genus of the Grimmiaceae， Grimmia， is submitted to different ways of 
classification. That is， Grimmia was divided by DI主ONinto three sections: Schisti園
dium， Gasferogrimmia， Eugrimmia. His classification of the sections 1S based on 
the features of sporophyte (seta， capsule， columella). BROTHERUS divided this genus 
into seven subgenera including Giin宮時 Rhabdogrim同
mia， Schistidium， Gasfrogrimmia and Strφtocolea， basεd on the features of both 
gametophytε (l悶ves，midrib) and sporophytε(se匂， capsule， columella)固 InLOESKE'S 
system， which was based on the characteristics of both gametophyte (leaves， midrib) 
and sporophyte (seta， columel1a)， the genus Grimmia in BROTHERUS'S sεnse was divi小
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ed into four g明記ra:Schistidium， Hydrogrinunia， Grimmia， Dryptodo1Z， and his 
Gril1unia sens. str. has seven sections: Litoneurum， Alpestres， Altinae， Torquatae， 
Rhabdogrirmnia， Pulvinatae and Gastrogrunmia. GROUT divided Grimmia into three 
subg己nera:Schistidium， Coscin'Jdon， Eugrimmia， th己 lastbeing further divided into 
eight subsections: }lydrogrimmia， Gasterogrumnia， Litoneurum， Alpestres， Altinae， 
Pulvi・natae，Torqua!ae， TrichoPhyllae and his classification relies on thc features of 
both gametophyte (leaves， leaf-cells， calyptra) and sporophyte (seta， capsule， columella). 
1n the presεnt study， 1 follow BROTI王ERUS'concept. 
The taxonomical study of Grimn1Ia has to be made from more than on巴 point
of view. In this dissertation， however， 1 plac巴 myprimary emphasis upon the 
characteristics of the gametophyte. As it is not ah".平羽Fλ，冷y戸7冷se悶as勾Yt加ofind s叩poぽro叩phy件fバte白s加n 1
Grバt仰?ηm仰仰仰1，幻'-nl
s叩por可Jhyt匂e加nthe taxoαn悶omy0ぱfthis g 巴叩nu山1おs. The inner structure of the gametophyte 
has several ch乳racteristicswhich are peculiar to the species， but it has so far been 
litle investigat色d.This is the vεry r巴asonwhy 1 focus my aUention on the observation 
of the gametophytic characteristic8. 
1 study the inner structure of the stem and the leaf， into which the gametophyte 
is differentiated. As is generally the case with Bryidae， the stem consists of the 
epiderl11al layer， cortical layer and central strand， but the observation of th巴 cross
section of the stel11 reveals that the distinctions among these three are not always 
clear. ln species like Grimmia alpicola， the three parts of the stem are almost 
indistinguishablεin others， the differences are quite distinct， and in some of them 
(Grimmia arlzonae， Gr. robusta) the central str・andis fully dev巴loped.
1n studying the innεr structure of the leaf， the l11idrib seems to be the most 
important of al the parts of the leaf. 1 start this observation of the midrib with 
tracing the mode of ontogeny. The first midrib tissue to appear is the part which 
connects with the cells of the lal11ina， that is， adaxial part， and this 1 name a-part. 
Next 1 name c-part the layer of cells which is formed on the abaxial side of the 
a-part through its cell divisions. L呂stly1 name b-part the c色1group which is 
formεd inside the c四partthrough its c巴1divisions (Fig 1 
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Figo L Cross and 10立gitudinal活邑ctionsof the DJ.idri b. 
from 
A-E Cross s号ctionsof the midrib， F-J longitudinal sections of the mi.drib. A Gro 
ovalis (HEDW.) LINDB・， B Gr. donnia叩 Sr，.'1(1)， C ，Gr. gracilis SCiYWAEGR・， D Gr. 
tzdvin毘ta(HEDW.) Si¥iL苛 E:.Gr. donnuτSM. (2)， F: Gr.βulvinata (HEDW・)SM.， G: Gr. 
don河ianaSM. (1)， H: Gr. gracilis SCHWAEGR・， 1: Gr. donnir;na SJ'vl. (2)， J:Gr. ovalis (HEDW曲)
LINDB・， 1: aゅart(th号 hatchedpart)， 2: b岨part(the blank part) ， 3: c~part (th巴 doUed
part)。
f.うilosαthe three parts， a-part， and i(>'pa:ri 100k quite 
distinct in the 
evξn have 
Thus several charactをristicsof the inner structure of the 
C色113in the 
are 
anc1 the of differentiation in the ontogeny is different 
to that such structural charactεristies 
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is definitely present， 1 conclude that these characteristics have to be given due emphasis 
in taxonomical studies. 
As for the external structure of the leaf， 1 examine the shap邑 ofthe leaf and 
wheth邑ra hyaline p:>Int is present or not at the end of the leaf; when presεnt whether 
the hyaline point is indented or not; whether th己leafmargin is on色 ortwo cells thick; 
whether， in the latter cas色， the upper half alone or the base as well is two cells thick; 
wheth巴rthe leaf apeX is dull or sharp， ind巴ntedor not. The form of the leaf-cell 
taken from the apex， middle or the base of the leaf shows distinct characteristics 
which are peculiar to the species. Placing emphasis on these points， fourty-one species 
of Grimmia are examined and th巴irtaxonomical interrelations are studied in the 
present work. 
1 extend my cordial thanks to Dr. Y. HORIKAWA， Professor of Hiroshima University， 
for constant guidance and encouragement throughout the work. 1 also should like to 
express my thanks to Dr. G. MASAMUNE， Professor of Kanazawa University， for his 
kind advice. 1 am indebted to Dr. H. SUZUKI and Dr. H. ANDO of Hiroshima University 
who have given me several useful suggestions. 1 am further deeply obliged to Dr. S. 
HATTORI， Director of Hattori Botanical Laboratory， Dr. N. TAKAKI of Nagoya 
U ni versi ty and Dr. H. Oc削 ofTottori University who have assisted me by forwarding 
Grimmia specimens to be studied. 
1. Material and Methods 
Material used for the present study comprises specimens of Grimmia collected 
from ]apan， U.S.A.， Switzerland， Korea， Finland， Czechoslovakia， Canada， England， 
Mexi∞， Sweden， Denmark， Spain， Austria and some other countries. All the samples 













Gr. aρocarpa var. rivularis f. acutifolia (T. ]ENS.) U. S. A. (10543). 
Gr.ρulvi拍atavar. africa拍a(HEDW.) HOOK. f. et WILS. ; France (10566， 10567)， 
Czechoslovakia (10539). 
Gr. agassizii (SULL. et LESQ.) ]AEG. Finland (10545)， Czechoslovakia (10582). 
Gr. alμcola HEDW. Canada (10643)， U.S. A. (10524， 10595， 10639). 
Gr. anod側 B.S. G. Bohemia (10553)， Cz巴choslovakia(10526). 
Gr. anωwla HAMPE Canada (10562). 
Gr. apocaゆaHEDW・;Bohemia (10482)， Canada (10649， 10651)， Denmark (10683)， 
England (10470)， ]apan (10480， 10511， 10513) Mexico (10650)， Sweden (10484)， 
U. S. A. (10483， 10492). 
Gr. arizonae REN.日tCARD・;U. S. A. (10549). 
Gr. apocarpa var. atrofusca (SCHIMP.) HUSN. Czechoslovakia (10575). 
Gr. funalis var. calvescens (KINDB.) MOELL. Bohemia (10591)， Finland (10548)， 
Czechoslovakia (10535). 
Gr. apocarpa var. c伽:ferta(FUNCK) SPRENG. Finland (10546). 


























Gr. decalvata CARD. Japan (10632， 10644). 
Gr. deciPiens (SCHULTZ.) LINDB. ; England (10593)， Spain (10517)， Sweden (10628， 
10693)。
Gr. dom宮ianaSM.; France (10499)， Japan (10501， 10616)， Korea (10455)， Switzerland 
(10621， 10672)， U. S. A. (10476， 10500多 10620).
Gr. elatior BRUCH Austria (10602， 10689)， Finland (10471， 10523， 10574)， Japan 
(10460， 10472， 10641)， Cz邑choslovakia(10518). 
Gr. bru附 escensf. eρilosa (SCHIFFNふ PAR. Bohemia (10561)， Cz巴choslovakia
(10529). 
Gr・fu招alis(Sc亙WAEGR.)B. S. G. ; Finland (10629， 10673)， Czechoslovakia (10519)圃
Gr. gracilis SCHWAEGR. Alaska (10585)， Finland (10642， 10691)， Japan (10514). 
Gr. harimanii SCHIMP. Austria (104ヲ0)，Soviet (10487)， Sweden (10486， 10488). 
Gr. brunnescens f. hω俗:iliorVILHL.; Czechoslovakia (10530)。
Gr. incurva SCHWAEGR. Japan (10550). 
Gr. laevigaia (BRID.) BRID. Czechoslov且kia(10581)， U. S. A. (10544， 10617). 
Gr. tricho帥iylaS8p. lisae (DE NOT.) BouL. Spaln (10532， 10538)・
Gr. funalis f. 10時'gipilaBouL. Czechoslovakia (10520). 
Gr. rnaritima TURN. U. S. A. (10601， 10626， 10695). 
Gr. apocarβa var. microtheca CAR払 japan(10633). 
Gr. 1noilis B. S. G. Czechoslovakia (10684)， U S. A. (10634). 
Gr. ovalis (HEDW.) LINDB. Alaska (10659)， Bohemia (10570)， Canada (10568)， 
Finland (10666)， France (10515)， G国匂mala (10664)，日imalaya (10786)， India 
(10663)， Czechoslova1巾 (10660，10662)， Spain (10522， 10569)， Sweden (10571)。
Gr.βate認S(HEDW・)B. S. G. England (10606)， Norway (10605)， Cz邑choslovakia
(10558). U. S. A. (10537)・
Gr.oγbicularis var. persica SCHIFFNER Austria (10536). 
Gr.βilifera P. BEAUV. Japan (10507， 10510)， U. S. A. (10509)。
Gr. Plagiopodia HEDW. ; Czechoslovakia (10557)， U. S. A. (10533). 
Gr.ρulvi招a!a(HEDW・)SM. Denmark (104ヲ5)，U. S. A句 (10497).
Gr. aβocarpa var. rivularis (BRID.) NEES et HORNSCH. Boh印 lia(10610)， Canada 
(10676)， E時 land(10678)， Franc巴 (10675)，Czechoslovakia (10681)， U. S. A. (10680). 
robusla Gr. trichothylla f. robusta PODP. Spai口 (10534).
subePilosa Gr. gracilis f. subePilosa PILOUS Czechoslovakia (10577)・
lenerri抑制 Gr. aρocarβa var. ienerrima NEES et HORNSCH. Finland (10541)。
te仰 s Gr. gracilis f. ienuis VILl王L. Bohemia (10528). 
teγetinervis Gr. tereti持ervisLIMPR. Czechoslovakia (10576). 
iorquata Gr. torquata GREV. Canada (10623)， Finland (10697)， Czechoslovakia (10590)・
For anatomical studies， microtome sections are prepared by the ethyla1choトbutyl
alcohol四paraffinmethod， following BOUIN'S fluid fixation. The inner stucture of the 
stem and leaf is studied from serial transverse and longitudinal sections having a 
持 Epith巴tsin the h色乱CIcolumn are used in lat号rsynth告tictables as abbr邑Vl昌tionfor each specific 
name. 
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thickness of ten microns， as well as from material c1eared in methyl salycilate or 
lactophenol. DELAFIELD'S haematoxylin or methyl green and acid fuchsin combinations 
are used for staining anatomical preparations. 
II. Morphological Observation of Gametophyte 
The gametophyte of the Grimmia differentiates itself into a stem and leaves which 
are attached to the stem in three rows. The leaf has a midrib at the middle which reaches 
up to the apex of the leaf. The lamina is symmetrical with the midrib at the田nter.
It is most1y egg-or lance-shaped. Its cells have very thick membranes ex田pt
for a few species. 
1. Inner Structure of the Midrib 
All the speci巴sof Grimmia have a midrib， which extends to the apex of the leaf. 
When the midrib is observed.in its cross section， the number， alignment and morphology 
of the cells are known to be different from species to species. Such a differentiation of 
inner structures is also traced from the base to the apex in the same leaf. Furthermore 
there are differences between the old leaves and the young ones; Variation in the 
same species is also known to exist. These facts make it very difficu1t to determine 
the representative structure of the midrib of a species. However， the degree of 
variation is not so great as to obscure the specificity of a species. In this study 1 
make my obs巴rvationon the following respects ( 1) ontogenetic process of the 
midrib ; (2) structure of the midrib in final development. 
( 1) Observation of the Ontogeny of Midrib 
As stated before， considering the progress of the ontogeny， the structure of midrib 
tissue is divid巴dinto three parts: a-， b-， and c聞part. Putting together the number of 
cells of each part， 1 get the formula a十b+c=T(a， b， c， the number of the cells of 
the a-， b-，かpart;T， the total number of the cells). The structure at the primary 
stage of the ontogeny of midrib is represented as follows: la+Ob十Oc=l，2a+Ob+Oc=2. 
etc.， which show that the a-part is formed first of al. At the next stage the 
c-part is produced， which fact is shown in formulae: 2a+Ob+lc=3， 2a+Ob+2c=4. 
2a+Ob十3c=5，2a+Ob+4c=6， etc. At the final stage， the b-part come out of the 
c-part as shown in formulae : 2a+lb+4c=7， 2a+2b十4c=8，etc. Thus by observing a 
large number of individuals， 1 determine serial stages of the ontogeny of midrib and at 
the same time obtain the final completed structure. In some species， however， even 
this method fails to give a c1ear-cut picture of the ontogeny. Next 1 give some 
ιexamples of the ontogeny of midrib. 
一
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Table 3. Frequency of obs巴れTationof each stage in the ontogeny 



















































































































































































































































Table 4. Frequency of obs邑rvationof巴achstage in the ontogeny of 
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Table 5. Frequ告白cyof observation of each st且g巴 in the ontogeny 
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Tabie 6. Freq社告ncyof observation of each stage in the ontogeny 
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=3a十lOb十!oc 30=2a+15b十13c 7 35=5a十 14b十16c
24=2a十9b十13c 自 31=2a十13b十16c 7 36=2a十17b十17c 7 
=2a十10b十12c 4 =2a十14b十15c B =20.十Isb十16c 日
=20.十l1b+l1c 7 =20.十15b十14c 6 =2a+19b十15c 4 
25=2呂十9b+14c 6 ロ 2a十16b+13c ヲ ニ 2a十20b十14c 1 
=2a十1Gb十13c 品 32=2a十14b+16c 4 37=20.十17b十18c 7 
=2a十l1b十12c 9 =2a十15b十15c 7 =2a十lSb十 17c 6 
=2a十12b十l1c 4 =20.十16b+14c 7 =2a十19b十16c 9 
26=2o.+l0b十14c 10 =20.十17b十13c 9 =2a十2Gb十15c 1 
=20.十l1b十13c 6 33=2a十14b十 17c 5 38=2a十18b十18c 7 
=2a十12b十12c 5 =2a十15b十16c 6 =2a十19b十17c 8 
27=2a十llb十14c 9 =2a十16b十15c 10 =2a十20b十16c 6 
=2a十12b十13c 7 =2a十17b十14c 9 39=2a十19b十18c 10 
28=2a十l1b十15c 7 34=2a十15b十 17c 7 =2a十20b十17c 7 
=2a十12b十14c 4 ロ 2a十16b十16c 8 40=2a十20b十18c 7 
=2a十13b十13c 9 =20.十17b十15c 10 ロ 2a十21b十17c 9 
ロ 2a十10b+16c =2a十lSb十14c 7 41=2a十21b十18c B 
29=2a十llb十16c B =2a十19b十13c 42=2a十22b十18c 5 
=2a+12b十15c 6 35=2a十 14b十19c 43=2a十23b十18c 6 
=2a十13b十14c 10 =2a十15b十18c 44=2a十24b十18c 1 
=2日十14b十13c 7 =2a十16b+17c 4 45ニ 2a十25b十lSc 7 
=4a+l1b十14c =2a十17b十16c 5 46=2a十26b十 lSc 13 
30=2a十12b十16c 10 =2a十lSb十 15c 7 47=2a十27b十18c 戸J 
=2a十13b十15c 6 =2a十19b十14c 48=2a十28b十18c ヲ
ロ 2a十14b十14c 9 =2a十20b十13c
T且bl邑 7.Frequency of observation of each stage in the ontogeny 
of midrib of Gr. trichophylla f. robusta PODP. 
Constitutional Constitutional Constitutional | E
form111aeof each FrE11ency formula日ofEac11F formulae of each 
stage in the ontogeny 1' Ieq stage in the ontogeny 1.:' requency 向山eo叩「即日
of midrib of midrib 。fmidrib 
7=2a十Ob十5c 7 27=6a+7b十14c 1 37=6a十16b十15c 6 
8=2a十Ob十6c 9 28=4a十l1b十13c 7 38=5a十17b十16c 6 
守=2a十Ob十7c 5 29=4a十12b十13c 10 =6a十16b十16c 7 
10=3a十Ob十7c 10 30=4a十12b十14c 5 39=5a十ISb十16c 9 
1口 3a十Ob十8c 日 31=4a十12b十15c 6 =6丘十17b+16c 5 
12=3a十Ob十9c 9 =5a十12bト14c 9 40=5a十19b十16c 9 
13=4a十Ob十9ε 6 32=4a十13b十15c 5 =5且十20b十15c A 
14=4a十Ob十10c 5 =5a十13b十14c B =6a十lSb十16c 7 
15=4a十lb十10c B 33=4a十 14b十15c 6 41=5a十20b十16c 10 
16=4a十lb十l1c =5a十13b十15c 5 =6a十ISb十17c 9 
=4a十2b十10c 6 =6a十13b十14c 5 =6a十19b十16c 6 
17=4a十3b十10c 5 34=4a十14b十16c 8 42ロ 5a十21b十16c 戸d 
18=4a十4b十10c 6 =5a十14b十15c 6 ニ 6a十19b十17c 8 
19=4a十4b十11c ごコ6a十16b十12c 1 43=5a十22b十16c
ニ4a十5b十10c B 35=4a十15b十16c 戸J =6a十20b十17c 6 
20=4a+5b十l1c 5 =5a十14b十16c 7 44=5a十23b十16c 5 
21=4a十6b十l1c 6 =5a十15b十15c 6 =6a十21b十17c 7 
22=4a十6b十12c B =6a十16b十13c 45=5a十23b十17c 6 
23=4a十6b十13c 5 36=4a十16b十16c 10 =6a十20b十19c 10 
=4a十5b十14c =5a十16b十15c B =6a十22b十17c 10 
24口 4a十7b十13c 6 =6a十16b十14c 1 46ロ 5a+23b十18c 6 
25=4a十8b十13c ヲ 37=4a十17b十16c 4 =6a十22b十 18c
26=4a十9b十13c 4 =5a+13b十19c 47=5a十24b十lSc 8 
27=4a十10bト13c 10 =5a+16b十16c 5 =6a+23b十18c 1 
=6a十6b十15c =6a十15b十16c 48=5a十25b十18c 6 
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? ，? ? ? ?57=6a十32b十19c
58=6a十32b十20c
59=6a十33b十20c











Table 8. Frequency of observation of each stage in the ontogeny 
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4a十3b十 13c 6 
4a十4b十12c 5 
5a十Ob十 15c 8 
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(二一二一土中日¥三γ¥ I lc 4 46=7a+18b+21c 7 48=7a+20b+21c 6 
Table 9. Fr己quencyof observation of each stage in th巴ontog日ny
of midrib of Gr. aβocarβa var. co措jerta SPRENG. 
)-ii了一一一両utional に一一 一一
formulae of each I~ I formulae of each I~ I formulae of each 竹;t~~~Lï;" th~ ;~t~~geny IF町 uen叶湖gein the ontog町 IFr叫uencyI ;t~~~Lï;v th; ;巾伊ny 凶 y
oI midrib I ofmidrib I ofmid口b
7=2a十Ob十5c B 14ニ2a十2b十10c 5 18=2a十2b十12c
8=2a十Ob十6c 4 =2a十3b十9c 4 =2a十5b十l1c 6 
=2a十lb十5c 9 =2a十4b十8c 9 =2a十6b十10c 5 
9=2a十Ob十7c 5 ニ2a十5b十7c ニ 3a十2b十13c
=2a十lb十6c 8 =3a十2b十9c 19=2aト5b十12c 7 
ニ2a寸2b十5c 4 15ニ2乱十2b十llc 7 =2a十6b十l1c 4 
1O=2a十lb十'7c 6 =2a十3b十10c 6 ニ2a十7b十10c
ニ2a十2b十6c 5 ニ2a十4b十ヲc 5 ニ3a十3b十13c
1 =2a十lb十8c 1 =3aト2b十10c ニ 3a十6b十10c
=2a十2b十7c a 16=2品十2bト12C 1 20=2a十6b十12c 8 
=2a十3b十6c 4 ニ2旦十3b十l1c 10 ニ 3a十4b十!3c 1 
12=2a十lb十90 9 =2a十4b十lOc 7 21=2a十'7b十12c 6 
=2乱十2b十8c b ニ 3a寸2b十l1c ニ3a十5b十13c 1 
ニ2a十3b十'7c 5 =3a十3b十10c 22=2a十8b十12c 5 
13=2a十2b十9c 8 =4a十2b十10c 23=2品十9b十12c 4 
=2a十3b十8c 12 1'7=.2a十4b十110 5 24=2a十10b十12c 9 
=2a十4.b十7c 8 ニ2aト5b十10c 7 ヰ5=4旦十8b十13c
ニ3a十lb十9c i =3a十3b十10 I 
From these it can be known that the cel1 number of the a国partis less 
variable and distinct but the values of the b~and c-parts are more 
variable and thョtseveral structures are at once observed旦ta c巴rtainstage the 
values of T 乱real the same) and further that sometimes the frequency of observation 
is not centered旦了ound旦 certainconstitution呂1formula， For in Gr. apocarta 
var. rivularis f。
tim.巴s，(2) 5aト14b十9csix 
at the stage of T=28 1 observed (1) 4aイ13b十Hcten 
(3) 6a+12b十10吃 once，(4) 7a十l:lb十10conce固 I
discard th己 occurrenc告 of6a十12bー[-10cand 7a→l1bトlQcas accidental and take 
into consid色rationonly the two fomulae. I should not consider any of these 
as negligible though I notice differences in the number of the times of observation for 
these structur勾es. 1， thεrεh丘veto allow for a dεgree of variation in the structure 
乱tthis stag色。 Thisis true not of each stage of ontogeny of the rnidrib but also 
of the final structure. However， in representing the structure， 
1 use as typical the structurewhich has been observed. 1 have to make 
it clear that the procedure for 
convemence. 
h呂sbeen taken merely for the sake of 
N巴xtto note is in the tables showing the results of observ旦tionin 
Gr< atocarta var. conferta (FUNCK.) BOUL， etc.， 1 mark the formulae of discontinuous 
stfUcture in typε。 Since1 am my observation of ontogeny of the 
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midrib progressively from the young stage to the maturer stage， 1 am very likely to 
obtain continuous structures. 1 consider it proper， therefore， to discard the disconti-
nuous structtires. Though most of them occur infrequently， a few of them occur 
several times. Even in such cases， 1 consider it natural to discard them. The reason is 
that the presence of discontinuous structures is probably due to the inadequacy of 
the selection of the cross section. 
Table 10. Succession of stages in the ontogeny of midrib of 


























Table 11. Succession of stages in the ontogeny of midrib of 





























30=2a+ 12b+ 16c=2a十13b+15c=2a十 14b十 14c
=2a+15b十13c
31 =2a+13b+ 16c=2a十14b十15c=2a+15b+ 14:1 
=2a+16b十 13c
32=2a+ 14b+ 16c=3a+ 15b+ 15c=2a十16b十14c
=2a+17b十 13c







36=2a十17b十 17c=2a+18b+ 16c=2a十19b十 15c
=2a十20b+14c
37=2a十17b十 18c=2a+18b+17c口 2a十19b+16c 
=2a十20b+15c
38=2a十18b十18c=2a+19b+ 17c=2a+20b+ 16c 
39=2a+19b十 18c=2a+20b+17c 
40=2a十20b十18c=2a+21b十 17c
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Table 12. Succession of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 





















Table 13. Succession-of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 

























Table 14. Succession of stages in the ontog日nyof midrib 
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Tabl巴 15. Succession of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 
of Gr. trichothylla f. robusla PODP. 
93 
7=2a十Ob+5c I 35 =4a十15b十16c=5a十14b十16c=5a十15b十15c
8=2a+Ob十6c =Ga+16b寸13c




13=4a 十Ob十9c I 39=5a十18b十 16c=6a卜17b十16c
14=4a十Ob十10c I 40 =5a十19b十 16c=5a卜20b卜15c=6a卜18b十16c
15=4a十lb十10c I 41=5a十20b十 16c=6a十18b十17c=6a卜19b十16c
16=4a十lb卜l1c=4a+2b十10c I 42ニ 5a十21b十 16c=6a十19b十l'7c
17=4a十3b十lOc I 43=5a十22b十 16c=6a十20b+l'7c
18=4a十4b十10c I 44=5a十23b十16c=6a十21b十l'7c
19=4a+2b十l1c=4a十5b+l0c I 45=5a十23b十l'7c=6a十20b十19c=6a十22b十 l'7c
20=4a十5b十l1c I 46=5a十231>十18cニ 6a十22b十18c
21=4a十6b十 llc 47=53十24b十18c=6a十23b十18c
22=4a十61>十12c I 48=5a十25b十18c=6a十24b十18c
23=4a+6b十13c=4a十5h十14c I 49ロ 6a十25b+18c 
24=4a十'7b十13c I 50=6a十26b卜18c
25=4a十日b十13c I 51=6a十27b十 18c
26=4a十9b十13c I 52=6a十28b十 18c=Ga十2Sh+17c
2'7=4a十10b十13c=6a十6b十15c=6a十7b十14c I 53=6a十29b十 18c
28=4a十llb十13c I 54=6a十29b十 19c
29ニ4a十12b十13c I 55 =6a十30b十 19c
30=4a十121>十14c I 56口 6a十31b十 19c




Table 16. Succession of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 





































































When 1 observe the cross section of the midrib， 1 notice that the morphology of 
the cells in certain species shows specificity depending on which part they are from. 
In other species， however， this sp巴cificityis not so distinct. Taking these facts into 
consideration 1 make my observation of the midrib tissue. In the fourty-one species 
of Grimmia treated， the ontogeny of their midribs is observed and the following 
constitutional formulae are obtain巴d:
Table 17. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 





















Table 18. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 












Table 19. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 
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Tahle色 20. Co悦】n芯clus凱lV附es臼色r口l巴凶5口fst切司gesin th己 口ntog巴l立1yοof m工nidrサ1泊b 3
of GI'. anomala HAMPE. 
7=2aト
呂=28卜口b十εc =~呂卜 14b十 13c









































Table 2L Conclusive sεries of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 






















Table 22. Conclusive serles of 5t司gesin the ontogeny oI ll1idrib 
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Table 23. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 








































Table 25. Conclusive series of stages in thεontogeny of midrib of 
















TabIe 26. Conclusive series of stag白 inthe ontogeny of midrib of 







































































































Table 27. Conclusive s巴riesof stages in the ontogeny of midrib 






















25ニ 4a十日b十13c=5a十8b十 12c=5日十9b十 llc
26=4a十9b十13c=5a十9b十 12c=Sa十10b十llc
27=Sa十 10b十12c=6a十9bト12c=6a十10b+llc 







TabJe 28. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 




























































































Table 29. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of rnidrib 

















20=4a+6b十 lOc=5a十4b十 llc=5a+5b十 lOc
=6a十3b+llc









Table 30. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 


















24=2a+9b+ l3c=2a十 lOb十 12c
25=2a+lOb+ l3c=2a十 llb十 12c
26=2a+ llb+ l3c=2a十 l2b十 l2c
27=2a+llb十 14c=2a十 l2b十 l3c
28=2a十 l2b十 l4c=2a+l3b十 l3c
29=2a十 13b十 l4.c
30=2a十 l3b十 l5c
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2.3ロ 4a卜13b卜1.6c=5a十llb十l?cニ 6丘 1-'lb+20c 
=6a十6b十.20c













































1、able32. Conclusiv邑巴eriesof stages in the ontogeny of miclrib 

















15=2己十310十 10c=2a十4b十ヲc=2a十5b十日C 23=23十10b十l1c=2a十 1Jb十10c
16=2a十4b十10c=2a十51>十ヲc=2a.十6b十8c I 24=23十l1b十11c
17=2a十4b十llcニ 2a十5b十10c=2a十6b十ヲc
Table 33. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny 01 rnidrib 
。fGr. elatior BRUCH. 





















Table 34. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrid 
















Tab!e 35. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 
of Gr. funalis var. calv6scens (KINDB.) ~在OELL.
¥- 7=制ーOb十5c=2a百十4c 元孟a.干示ムJ-zli;iJ=ね十1b十9c
l822a十Ob+6c=2a+1b十5何十Ob吋 14=川町C
9=2a十Ob十7c=2a十lb十6c=3a十日b十6c 14ニ 3a十lb十10c=3a十2b十守Cニ 4a十Ob十lOc
10=2a+lb十7c=2a十2b十6c=3a十Ob十7c =4a十 lb十9c=5a十Ob十9c
ニ 3a十lb十6c I 15=4a十1b十10c=4a十2b十9c=5a十Ob十10c
11=2a十lb十8c=2a十2b十7c=3a十Ob十8c I 16=4a十2b十 10cニ 5a十lb十10c=5a十2b+9c
=3a十1b十7c=3a十2b十6c I 17=4a十2b十11cニ 5a十2b十10c
12=3a十lb十8c=3旦十2b十7c=4a十Ob十8c I 18=5a十2b十l1c
=4a十lb+7c 19=5a十2b十 12c
Tabl邑 36.Conelusive s邑ri巴Sof stages in the ontogeny of midrib 
of Gr. funalis f. longiρila BOUL. 
7=2a十Ob十5c I 12=2a十2b十日c=2a十3b十7c=2a十4b十6c
8=2a十Ob十6c=2a十lb十5c I 12ニ 2a十3b十8c=2a十4b十1c=2a十5b十6c










Table 37. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 




























Table 38. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 























Table 39. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 
of Gr. laoviga!a (BRI，D.) BRID. 
101 
7=2a十Ob十5c I 26 =ェ4a十1b十l1cニ 5a引 10b→l1c=6a十9b十llc
8=2a十01>-卜6c =6a十lOb十 10c='la卜8b十l1c=8a十7b十llc
9=2a十11>十6c I 2.7=5a十l1b十l1cニ 6a十10b十llc=7a十8b十12c
10=2a十lb十7c=2a十2b十6c =8aト8b十l1c
1 =2a十2.b十7c=2a十31>ト6c=3a十2b十6c I 2.8=5a十12b十l1c=6a十l1b十l1c=7a十9b十12c
12=2a十3b十7c=3a卜3b十6c =8a十8b十12c=8a+9b十llc
13= 2.a十 3b十 8c=3a 十 3b十~ I m=~十 l1b十 1 2.c=7a十 10b十 12c=6a十 12b 十 llc
14=3a十3b十日c =8a十7b十14c=8a十8b十13c=8a+9b+12c 
15=3a十4b十8c I 30=6a十12b十12c=7a十 llb十12.c=8a十8b+14c
16=3aト5bト8c=4aト4b卜8c =8a十9b十13c=8a十10b十12c
17=3a+6b十8c=4aト4b十9c I 31 =6a十12b卜13c=7a十 l1b卜13c=7a十 12b十12c
18=4a+6b十8c =8a十 10b十13c
19=4a十7b十8c I 32=7aト12b十13c=8a十l1b+13c 
20ニ 4a十7b十9c=4a十日b十8c=5a十7b十8c I 33=7a十13b十13c=8a十1b十14c
21=4a十8b十9c=5a十7b十9c=6a十6b十9c I 34=8a十1b十15c
22=4a十日b十10c=5a十日b十9c=6a十7b+9c I 35=8a十12b十15c
23=4a十9b十10c=5a十9b十9c=6a十7b十 10c I 36=9a十12b十15c
=5旦十8b十10c I 37=9a十12b十16c
24=4a十10b十10c=5a十10b十9c=5a十8b十llc I 38=9a十13b十16c
=5a十9b十10c=5aト7b十 l1c=6a十8b十10c I 39=9a十13b十17c
25=4a十10b十 llc=5a十10b十10c=6a十81>十l1c I 40=9a十13b十18c
=6aート91>十10c=7a十8b十10c=7a十7b十llc
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81 = lla+52b+ 18c 
82=l1a十53b十18c
83=l1a十54b+18c 
Table 41. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 




















Table 42園 Concl山口~e series of stages in the ontogeny oi lnidrib 












Table 43. Conclusiv巴 seri.esof stages in the ontogeny of midrib 
of Gr. oIJclis (HEDW.) LnwB. 
7ニヨa十Ob-f云- 1 30r-6a十 1b十13c|…… l-ト11b+14c
9=2在十Obト7c I 32=6aト12b十 J4c

















































Table 44. Conchlsive s百riesof stages in the untogeny of midrib 































37=4a十 17b十 16c=5a十 14b十18c I 75=5a十48b十22c
38ニ 4a十18b十 16c=5a十15b十18c=5a十17b十16c I 7る=5a十49b十22c
39=4a十19b十 16c=5a十16b十18c=5a十 17b十17c I 77=5呂十50b十22c
40=4a十20b十 16c口 5a十 17b十18c I 78ニ 5a十51b十22cニ 6a十50b十22c
41=4a十21b十 16c=5a十18b+18c I 7ヲ=6a十51b+22c
42=1a十22b十 16c=5a十19b十18c I 80=6a十52b十22c
43=4a十23b十 16cニ 5a十20b十18c I 81 =6a十52b十23c
44=4a+24b十 16c=4a十23b十17c=5a十21b十18c I 82=6a十53b十23c
45=4a+25b十 16c=4a十23b十18c=5a寸 22b十18c I 83=6a十54b卜23c
46=4a十26b+16c=4a十24b十18c=5a十23b十18c I 84=6a十55bト23c
47=4a+27b十 16c=4a十25b十18c=5a十24b十18c I 85 =6a十56b+23c
48=4a十 28b十 16c=4a十 26b十 18c=~a十 25b十 18c I 86=6a十5'lb十23c
49=4a十29b十 16c=4a十27b+18c=5a十26b十18c I 87=6a十58b十23cニ 7a十57b十23c
50=4a十29b十 17c=4a十28b十18c=5a十27b十18c I 88=6a十59b十23c=7a十58b十23c
51=4a十30b十 17c=4a十29b十18c=5a十28b十18c I 89=6a十60b十23cニ 7a十58b十24c
52=4a十31b十 17c=4旦ト30b十18c=5a十29b十18c I 90=6a十60b+24c=7a十59b十24c
53=4a十31b十 18c=5a十30bト18c I 91ロ 6a+61b十24c=7a十60b十24c
54=4a十32b十 18cニ 5a十30b十 19c I 92ニ 6a十62b十24c=7a十61b十24c














Table 45. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 
of Gr.がliferaPO BEAUV. 
'7=2a+伽 5c I 14= 
8口 2a十Ob十6c I 15=2a十3b十10c
ヲ=2a十Ob十7c I 16=2a十4b十10c
10ニ 2a十lb十'7c I 17=2a十4b十 l1c
1れ1=2a十2'0十7c I 18=2a→4b十 12c
12=2a十2b十8c I 19=2a十5b寸12c
13=2a十2b十9c士 2a十3b寸8c I 20ニ2a十5b十 12c
Table 46. Conclusive series of stages in the ontoge乱yof midrib 
of Gr・PlagiopodiaHEDW. 
l 「h一一………十刊叫叩一一0的刷い一'0-¥山一…寸刊~5c=司2
8ニ 2a十1'0十5c=2a十2b十4c=2a十3b十3c I 1 =2a十3b十6c=2a十4b十5c=2a十5b十4c
9=2呂十lb十6c=2a十2b十5c=2a十3b十4c I 12=2a十4b十己Cニ 2a十5b十5c
=2a十4b十3C I 13=2a十5b十6c=2a十6b十5c
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14=2a十5b+7c巴 2a十6b+6c
15=2a+5b+8c=2a+6b+7c=2a十7b十6c ¥ 16=2a一一一司…
Table 47. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 











Table 48. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 
















22=2a+ 10b+ 10c 
23=2a十10b+llc
Table 49. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 


















Table 50. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 


















Table 51. Conclusi ve seri邑Sof stages in the ontogeny of midrib 
of Gr. trichoPhylla f. robusta PODP. 
7=2a十Ob十5c I 34=4a十14b十16c=5a+14b十15c
8=2a十Ob十6c I 35=4a十15'0十16c=5a十14b+16c=5a十1510十 15c
ヲニ2a十010十7c I 36=4a十16b十16cニ5a十1610十15c
10=3a十Ob十7c I 37=4aト1710十16c=5a十16b十16c=6a十16b十 15c
11=3a十Ob十8c I 38=5a十17b十 16c=6a十 lob十16c
12=3a十Ob十9c I 39ロ 5a+1810十16c=6a十1710+1己C
13=4丘十010十9c I 40=5a十1910十1己c=6a十18b十16c











25ロ 4a十8'0十13c I 52=6a十28b十18c
26=4a十9bト13c I 53=己目十Z9b十18c
27=4a十10b十 13c ! 54=己a十29b十1ヲc
28ニ4a十1'0十13c I 55 =6a十30b十19c
29=4a十12b十13c 56=6a十31bト19c
30=4a十12b十14c 5'7=6a十32b十19c
31 =4a十12'0十15cニ5a十 12b十14c I 58=6&十32b十20c
32=4a十1伽 15c=5a十 I恥凶 I 59=6a十川十20c
33=4a十14'0十15c=5aγ13b十15c=6a十13'0十14c I 
Table 52. Conclusive series of stages in the ontogeny of midrib 





Table 53. Conclusive series of stages in th巴 ontogenyof midrib 
of Gr. br斜路nesce悶sI. eβilosa (SCHIFFN.) PAR. 
7=Za十Ob十5c I 19=Za十7b-[-10c=Za十8'0十守口 | 
呂=2a十lb十5c I 20=2a十7b十 11c=2a十8'0十10c=2a十ヲb十9c
ヲ=2a十1'0十6c I 21=2a十8b十llc=2a十9b十10c
10=2a十2'0十6c I 22=2a十9b十11cニ2a十10'0十10c
1 =2a十2b十7c I 23=2a十10b十l1c
12=2a十2b十8c=Za十3'0十7c I 24=2a十10b十12c=3o.十9'0十12c
13=20.十Zb十9c=2a十3b十8c I 25=30.十9b十13c=3品十1Gbト12c
14=20.十3'0十守c=Za十4'0十& I ~=~十 11b十12c
15=2a十4b十9c=2a十5b十8c I 27=3且十12'0十!2c
16=2a十5'0十9c=Za十6'0十& I ~=~十 12b十 13c
17=Zo.十6b+9c=2a十7b十8c I 29=3a十13b十13c
18=20.十7b十9c=2a十8'0卜8c
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fabl巴 54.Conclusiv芭 seriδofstages in the ontogeny of midrib 
















2 .2 =~)a十ヲb十 10c=3a十 10b十9c
2:3=3a十 10b+l0c
Tabie 55. Conclusi.ve series of stages in the ontogeny of miclrilコ




Bニ 2a十Ob十6c=2aトlbト5c I 15 =2a十4b十9cニ 2a十5b卜日c
9=2a十lb十6c=2a十2b十5c I 16=2a十5b十9c
10=23十 lbト7c=2a十21:>十6c I 17=2a十6b+9c
1 =2a十2b十'7c=2a十3b十ιc I 18=2a十7b十9c
12=2aト3b十7c=2a十4b十己c 19=2a十8bト9c
13=2a卜伽'sc=制 4b-山
Tah]e 56. Conclusive r，erie邑 ofstages in th巴 ontogenyof midrib 













Tah!e 57. Conclusive s日riesof stages in the ontogeny of midrib 






















From tI1ese tables， 1 see that the number of cells is best fixed at the a四lmrtof 
the thr己eparts with the consequ邑ncethat the consideration of the number of cells at 
the a-part is of primary importance. Th色1，by way of comparativ己 morphologylet 
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Table 58， Affirョityin ontogeny of th巴 midrib旦mongsome species， 
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me give an illustration from some species， 1 show jn the T日Lble58 how to comp乱re
th巴 proc己ssesof ontogeny of the midrib 011 the basis of the cell llllmber of the ~νpart. 
By such a way 1 tryed to compare the processes of ontogeny of the midrib of each 
speci巴s;th旦tis， on th色 b旦sisof the cε11 nurnber of the a-part， 1 obtained the rela-
tionship shown in Table 59. Table 59 shows the ralationship of five types as 
classifiecl 011 the basis of affinity shown in the ontogeny of the miclrib especially in 
the cell formation of the a-part. In the ear1y stage oI ontogeny of th巴 midrib，
that is， in the stage of T = 13， th己 midribof sorne sp己cieshas two cells of the a圃part，
others have two or three cells oI thεa幽part(D type)， or have three cells (E type). 
The ontogeny of midrib whose cell numbcr of the a叩 3:rtis two cells in the st日.geof 
'f=13， isdivicled into three types， A， B and C ¥vhich are definecl on tbe basis of the 
cell nurnber of a-part in stag巴sof T~:14 and 15. 
Table 59. The reJatiol1ship of five types as classified on th"， basis of affinity 1 







。lpicola I africana I an仰 uila
calvesc仰 s agassizii 
gracilis I apocarpa 
longiがla I atrofz$sca 
μrsica I conferta 
戸lagioρodia I d2calωta 
声明lvinata I do日nial1a
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?l-:Li-一二亙亙二仁二二「回-IB
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6a 1 1 tenerrimJ2 




I 6a I I cratericola 
4-6a 二 二川s l d L l 
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Furthermore， 1 tryed to compare the processes of ontogeny of the midrib of each 
species on the basis of cell numbers of the a-， b-， and c-part， and 1 obtained Fig 2. 
As seen in Fig 2， the structures of the midrib of fourty-one species are first divided 
into three， 1，.1， and III-branch， on the basis of the mode of ontogeny in the stage 
of T=13. According to the mode in the stage of T=14 the midribs of I-branch are 
divided into I-A and I-B; 1幽branchinto II-A and II-B. Thus the 41 species are 
dividedinto five general groups， I-A， I-B， II-A， II-B， and 111. Besides， in the stage 
of T=15 the midribs of I-A are further divided into I-A-l and I-A-2; II-B into II-B-l 
and II-B・2. I-A-l are finally divided into four groups; II-B・2are divided into two. 
As mentioned above， values of a， b， c and T in the formula a+b+c=T at each stage 
are not fixed and have a certain amount of variation. For this reason it is hard to 
describe condusively with a line the affinity regarding the midrib. The relationship 
represented by dotted lines shows that it is subject to variation. 
Fig 2. The relationship of fourty-one species of Grimmia as classified 
on the basis of affinity in ontogeny of the midrib. 
( 2) Morphological Differentiation of the Midrib 
τ-13 
As to the inner structure of the midrib， the numerical differentiations of the 
cells both in the process of ontogeny and in the final structure have already been 
mentioned. Morphological differentiation of tissue also shows some differences from 
species to species. Then， 1 observed the inner structures of the midribs and made a 
sketch of it (Plate I-XXI). On the basis of affinity showed in morphological differ-
entiation 1 can dassify the inner l:tructure of the midrib into four groups (Table 60). 
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Table 60. Four types of the inner structures of the midrib. 
Types of midrib Species 
A group alpicola decalvata ρilifei'a 
側 omala epilosa rivularis 
Th巴 distinctionbetween atrofusca gr.品cilis subeρilosa 
a.， c.part and b・partis calvescens humilior tenuis 
conferta zncurva torqzωta 
not clear cratericola longipila 
B group acutifolia elatior ρersica 。~fricana fu叩 lis 1う'lagiopodia
Th巴 distinctionb巴tween agasszztl harfmanii ρulvinata 
呂、 c.p丘rt and b.part is anodon lisae tenerri:問。
aρoc，ω・ρa microtheca feretinervis 
slightly clear donniana 間olis
C group arzzonae robusta 
The distinction between 
deciPiens 
laevigata 
日、 c.part and b.part is ovalis 
clear， wi thout guide cells pate抑S
D group maritima 
The distinction between 
a.， c.part and b.part is 
c1ear， with日uidecells 
Fig 3. Four types of the inner structure of th巴 midrib.
1: The distinction betw巴ena・， c.part and b.part is not clear (A group) ， Gr. incurva SCHW AEG. 
2: The distinction betwe巴na.， c.part and b.part is clear， with guide cells (D group)， Gr. maritima 
TURN. 
3: The distinction between a・， c.part and b.part is slight1y c1ear (B group)， Gr.陶rt仰 iniSCHIMP. 
4: The distinction between a.， c.part and b.part is clear司 withoutguide cells (C group) ， Gr. 
仰te河S(HEDW.) B. S. G. 
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The type of the midrib named A grOl1p has almost uniform cells in thεthree 
parts as shown in Gr. incurva (Figふ 1).In B group， the distinction between 3，-and 
c-part is not c1ear but distinctions bεtween a岨 andb-part， and between c-and 
b開part旦resomewhat clear， As shown in Fig ふ3，Gr. hartmanii is belonging to the 
B group. The midribs which belong to C group， have clear distinctions between 
3，-and b-part， and between c-and かpal't，but have not the guide cells in the b-pal't. 
As shown in Fig 3-4， Gr. 1うどltensis inc1uded in the C group. In D group， the 
distinctions between a開 andb“part， and betweεn c-and b-pal't are clear and guide 
cells become differentiated from the tissue of the b-part as shown in Gr. maritima 
of Fig 3岨2.
(3) Numerical and Morpholog:iral Charactel'istics of the Midrib 
The inner structure of the midrib is by their origin divided into three parts as 
mentioned before. In some species， the three parts are quite distinct， each having its 
specificity， but in some others the three parts丘町 quiteindistinguishable. In view of 
these morphological diff紅白lces，the midrib structures were divided into four groups。
The differentiation in numerical characteristics has already bεen mentioned. Now the 
relationship of the cell number of the a中art，the total cell number of the midrib and 
the importance index with the morphological diff色rentiationsof the midrib was 
considerぽ1and its results are shown in Table 61. The importance index is obtained 
by the following formula: I=(axl)ート(bx 0.5) + (c x 0 ，namely， the total cell 











Types of morphological charactεristics of midrib 
A group B gnmp I c…I Dgroup 
Mean value Mean value Mean valu告 Meanvalue 
3.3 4.5 7.4 7.3 
2丘， 3a， 5a， 2a， 3a， 4a， 4a， 6a， 7a， 
5a. 6a. 7a. 9a. 11 a 
Mean value一一一時記一司五F一「一扇面五lue
20 28 60 
13， 14， 16， 13， 16， 21， 35， 39， 40， 
17， 18， 19， 23， 24， 25， 48， 51， 59， 
20， 22， 23， 27， 28， 2ヲ 96，103， 
24， 27， 28， 30， 34， 35， 
38， 48， 




36， 59， 82， 
84， 
一一一一一一 r-s函子雨量一一下一政eal1valu巴 -1 -M函可証言一寸一-rvr両日両e
14 17 41 40 
E 
9， 10， 1， 8， 10， 1， 26， 29， 3， 23， 35， 49， 
12， 13， 14， 13， 14， 15， 34， 38， 62， 54， 
15， 16， 17， 16， 17， 18， 64， Importance 
18， 19， 20， 23， 
24. 25. index* 
*Importance index (a x 1)十(bxO.5)十代)(0.8) 
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number of the midrib is converted 01 the basis of clegree of fixation 01 cel number of 
each p丘rt.
Thεtable reveals: (1) First to be considered Is the relationship between the cel 
l1umber of th色針partand the morphological differentiation of the midrib structure. 
In the table， with A→ 2aー-)l1afollows. Thus I know that as the morphological 
structu日 gradual1ytencls towarcls differentiation， the cel number of the a-part tends 
to incre加 e. (2) The relationship behveen the total cel number and the morphological 
differentiation is not so definite as that between the a-part and the morphologicaI 
differentiatiol1. It seems， however， th色 greaterthe morphological differentiation is， the 
large1' the total cel number of the mic1rib generally is. (3) As fo1' the importance 
index too， alrnost the sam巴tenclencyis observed as in the case of the total cel number. 
As a surnmary， 1 may say that species wIth greater morphological differentiations 
in the midrib possess a greater numbεr of cells composing the a-part， a greater tota1 
cel number， and a larger importance index. The correlation is especially clear between 
the morphological differentiation and the cεII numbe1' of the a-part. 
2. Inner Structure of the Stem 
The inner structures of the stem of Bryidae are generally divided into the followil1g 
three parts: Epidermal layer， co:rtical layer and central sirand. This is the case 
with the caulis， but 10t always so with the ramus. The cross s巴ctionreveals 
Fig 4. Three parts of the inner structure of the stem (Gr. ovalis). 
1: epid巴rmallayer (the hoJched part). 
2: cortical layer (the dotted part). 
3: central stra吋 (theblank part)・
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that the cells from either the epidermal layer， cortical layer or cεntral strand are 
in some species distinguishable in shapεbut are not so in oth巴rs. The epidermal 
layer， which is made up of one cel or several cells in width， has the most thickened 
cell同wallof the three parto'3 as shown in NO.l of Fig 4. The co:rtical I:ayer which io'3 
generally o'3everal cells in thickneso'3， exists betwe己nthe epidermal and central 
o'3trand. The cell-wall of the cortical layer is slightly thickened and No. 2 in Fig .4 
aHords an instance of thεcortical layer. As o'3hown in No. 3 of Fig 4， the centI'al 
strand， of which the cells have thin-walls and are lin巴ar，constitutes the central 
axis of the stem. 
It is said thatεven in some spεcies of subgenus Schistidium， the inner structure 
of the fertile stem is different from that of the sterHe stem， that is， the central 
strand is present in thεformer but absent in the Iatεr. In order to confirm this and 
also to ascertain the inner structure of the stem， fifty plants of Gr・apιcartawhich 
belong to the subgenus Schistidium were collected and their stems both sierHe and 
fertHe were examined， As a resu1t 1 found that the sterHe stem and the fertHe 
stem are not quite distinguishable. The structure shown in Fig ふNo. 2 is seen in 
2 
vφ 勺、も=も
:も、 Oi .J 
Ffg 5. Variation of the inner structur・esof the stem in Gr. apocarpa HEDW. 
;¥) 
1: Fertile type (the distinction among the epidermal， cortical layer and 
central strand is clear). 
2: Sterile type (the distinction between the epidemal and cortical layer is 
clear but that bεtween th母 corticallayer and central strand is slight.)。
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both the steriIe stem and the ferile stem， but the No.1 structure is only s巴enin the 
fertile stem. 10;ぢofthe sterile stems show the No.2 structure， whereas about 
60% of the fertile stems show the No.2 structure and about 40;ぢtheNo.1 structure. 
This rneans that stern with NO.2 structure gradually changes into No.1 with 
ferti1ity. 
Now against the assertion that the central strand is absent in the sterile stem， 
1 say the central strand is certainly present and visible though not quite distinct. 
Even in No.2 which is of the rnost obscure structure， 1 notice a group of srnaller 
thin-walled cells at the center. In the fertile stern， this central portion is sornewhat 
clearer and it becornes rnost clear and can be easily recognized as in No.1. Thus due 
to the presence of structures which are in the gradual proαss of shifting frorn No.2 
to No.1， 1 rnay conclude that， even in No.2 where the strand is very obscure， the 
central strand is certainly present but quite indistinct when it is stil in its earlier 
stages. Thus there are interrnediary types between No.l and NO.2 rnaking a continuous 
series of structure， but there are no interrnediary types between No.1 and No.2 as to 
the thickness of the stern. Frorn these observations， itwas known that the central 
strand of the sterile stem， whether it is caulis or rarnus， shows an indistinct structure 
of central strand and the stern itself is rather srnall as shown in No.2. The fertile 
stem has a distinct c叩 tralstrand， and is sornewhat larger in thickness as shown in 
No.1. 
Table 62. Four types of the inner structures of the stem. 
Types of stem Species 
a group alpico1a 
The distinction among the C側iferta
epidermal， cortic渇1layer donnimω 
and central strand is quite mollis 
obscure 
b group acutぴiJ1ia epi10sa ρilifera 
The distinction between the agasszzZJ gracilis rivularis 
epidermal and cortical is apocarρa humilior subepi10sa 
clear but the cortical and decalvata 師事curva te糊 rrinω
central strand is not e1atior microtheca torquata 
c group africana hartmmzii persica 
The distinction among the 側 odon 1aevigata ρ'lagiopodia 
epidermal， cortical and anonω1a lisae ρulvinata 
central strand is clear and atrofusca 1ongiPi1a te捌 is
the central strand is composed calvescens mariti抑協 teretinervis 
of les than 15 cels funa1is 
d group arzzonae robusta 
The distinction among the craterico1a 
epidermal， cortical and decipi.帥 S
central strand is clear釘ld 0申'alisthe cen tral strand is∞mposed 
of more than 15 cels ρatens 
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Fig 6. Four types of th巴 innerstructures of the stem. 
1: The distinction among the epidermal， cortical lay邑rand central strand is quite obscure 
(a group)， Gr.附olisB. S. G. 
2: The distinction among th巴 epidermal，cortical layer and central strand is clear and 
th巴centralstra吋 iscomposed of more than fiH号encells (d group)， Gr. ovdlis (HEDW.) LINDB. 
3: The distinction between the epidermal and cortical layer is cJear bnt the cortical and 
central strand is not (b group)， Gれ gracilisSCHW AEGR. 
4: Th号 distinctionamong the epidermal， cortical layer and central stfand is c1ear and 
the c邑ntralstrand is composed of less than fift日encells (c gro即)， Gr. laevigata (BRlD.) B宜ID.
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These facts have to be taken into consideration in order to establish the repres巴n-
tative structure of thc stem. All the observations were made by 600 magnifications， 
but Plate XXIV -LXIV are of 400 magnifications. By way of comparison the inner 
structures of the stem are divided into the following four types (Fig 6旦ndTable 62). 
Type a Distinctions between the epidennal and cortical layer， and between the 
cortical layer and central strand are quit色 obscure. Th巴 crosssection of 
stem is composecl of uniform cells (Fig 6 N o.1) 
Typ巴 b The distinction b巴tweenthe epidermal layer and cortical layer is clear but 
the distinction between the cortical layer and central strancl is not (Fig 6 
No. 3). 
Type c : The clistinctions b巴tweenthe epidermal layer and cortical layer， and between 
the corticallayer and central strand are clear. The central strancl is composed 
of less than fifteen cells (Fig 6 No. 4). 
Type cl The clistinctIons between the epiclermal ancl cortical layer， and between the 
cortical layer ancl cent悶 1strancl are clear. The central strand is composed 
of more than fifteen cells (Fig 6 N o.2). 
3. '1he Relationship betweell the Structure of the Midrib and 
that of the Stem 
Bas己clon the char乱cteristicsof the stem， the species are dividecl into four types. 
Table 63 shows the relationship of those types of stem structur巴wIththe cell number 
Table 63. Relationship betwe巴nth巴structureof the stem and numerical 
characteristics of the midrib. 
Numerical Types of the structure of the stem 
characteristics 一一一一一一一一了一一一一一一一一
of the midrib a group b group cgroup d group 
l 乱f巴anvalue Mean value Mean value Mean value 
a 2.0 4.0 5.5 7.4 
Cell number 2a 2a， 3a， 4a， 2a. 4a， 5a， 4a. 6a. 7a 
of a.part 5a， 6a6a， 7a，9a 9a， l1a 
一一一一一一一一一一一扇面五五I五F一-I-M"函nv訂ue Mean val ue M瓦Eヲ玩示
T 1525 30 70 
The total 14， 17 18， 19， 20， 13， 14， 16， 36， 48， 51， 
21， 22， 23， 18， 21， 23， 59， 82， 84， number of よ24， 25， 26， 27， 28， 35， 96， 103 
the cels 27， 28， 2ヲ 39，40， 48， 
30， 34， 35 59 
Mean value Mean value Mean value 
1 10 18 18 
Importance 
index 
9， 12 民 13，14， 
19， 20， 23， 
24 
8， 9， 10， 
1. 12， 13， 
14， 15， 16， 
17， 20， 25， 




23， 33， 34， 
38， 49， 54， 
62， 64 
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of the a咽part，the total cel number of the midrib and the importance index. 1n the 
table 1 notice the following tendencies: (1) Those which show slightly differ己ntiated
innεr structures of the stem (like G:wup a in the table) have fewer cells at the a-part 
of the midrib; those apparently with highly differentiated structures (like Group d) 
have a greater number of cells in the a-part. (2) Little differenti呂白dinner structures 
coincide with a smaller total numb巴rof cells of the midrib; but highly diff巴rentiated
stem structures have larger values of the total cel number. (3) As for the importance 
lndex， nearly the same tendency is noticed as in the case of the total cell number. 
Thus a certain correlation exists between the differentiation of th邑 innerstructure 
of the stem and the number of the cel1s in the cross section of the midrib. That is to 
say， the more advanced the differentiation of the inner structure of the stem is， the 
greater increase the number of the cells of the仕 part，the total number of the cel of 
the midrib and the importance index， are likely to attain. 







Table 64. Relationship between the structure of the stem and 
morphological characteristics of th巴 midrib.
Types of morphological characteristics of midrib 




ht捌 ilior decalvata 





atrofusca 。ifrica雌 laevigata 
calvescens anodon Plagiopodia 
longitila ano:昨wla













It has already been mentionεd that there is a certain parallelism between the 
morphological characteristics of the midrib structure and its numerical characteristics. 
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Table 64 summarizes the relations between the structure of the stem and the morpho帽
logical characteristics of the midrib. The following resu1ts are clear from the table. 
(1) Those with a greater inner differentiation in the stem structure generally show a 
more advanc巴d inner differentiation in the midrib. For example， ifthe midrib 
is in A group， the stem is mostly in a， b， or c; if the midrib is in D group， the 
stem has a characteristic which comes under c. This indicates a general parallelism 
between the two structures. (2) Since there exists a certain parallelism between the 
inner structural differentiation of the stem and that of the midrib， in Table 64， 
groups are arranged in the order of the degree of differentiation: from A-a type 
(Group 1) least differentiated both in the st巴mand in the midrib to D-d type (Group 
VII) most differentiated in both and between them there are A-b and B-a types 
(Group 11)， A幽cand B-b types (Group 111)， B圃cand A開dtypes (Group IV)， 
C曙ctype (Group V)， C-d and D-c types (Group VI). If this order is followed， the 
number of the cells of the a-part shows a parallel increase. The total cel number of 
the midrib and the importance index generally tend to increase but do not always 
increase proportionately. These facts indicate a paralle1ism either strict or loose 、
between the structural characteristics of the stem and those of the midrib. 
4. External Morphology of the Gametophyte 
In the external morphology of the gametophyte， the shape of both leaves and leaf 
cells is most important taxonomically. The shape of leaves has characteristics of 
whether the leaf is of sharp-or dull-ap巴x，whether the hyaline point is present or not， 
whether the point is indented or not， whether the leaf margin is one cel thick， 
whether the upper half of the leaf margin is two cells thick， or the entire leaf 
margin is two cells thick， and whether the lamina is one or two cells thick. Leaf cells 
have different characteristics depending on whether they are from the apex， the middle 
or the base. The cel shape is quite irregular and complicated and is hard to describe， 
but seems to have distinct characteristics which are pecu1iar to the sp巴cies.
(1) The Shape of the Leaf CeII 
Leaf cells have various， irregular shapes and it is difficu1t to give a unified 
description. However， at 1聞は thethree parts of lamina， namely， the apex， middle 
and the base have their own resp巴ctivestructures within a limited variation and this 
structure seems to have characteristics which are quite peculiar to the sp巴cies.
1 employed the conditions of the cel wall as a means to describe this structure. That 
is to express the characteristics of cells by a combined description of the “cross" cel 
wall， which runs at right angles with the midrib and the “longitudinal" cel wall， 
which runs parallel to the midrib. As the conditions of the cel wall 1 chose the 
following items: 
1. Condition of the axis of cel wall. 
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2. Thickness of the cell walL 
3. Angle of meeting of“cross" and“longi tudinal" walL 
4. Ratio of length of“cross" and “longitudinal" wall. 
Of the possible combinations of these characteristics， only the following fifteen types 
were actually observed (Table 65， Plate XXII). In observing ihe shape of the cell， the 
condition of the longitudinal cell wall is very distinctly seen. The condition of 
the longitudinal cell wall 1S what has generally been emphasized taxonomically. On 
the basis of the condition of this longitudinal waU， 1 can regroup the fifteen types 
into the following three Groups: 
Group A. The axis of the wall straight or waved and the wall of 
uniform thickness. 
Group B. Rippled and uniform in thickness. 
Group C. Straight or rippled and irregular in thickness. 
Table 65. FHteen types in possible combinations of characteristics of leaf cel wall. 
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Table 6. Types of the structures of the leaf cels. 
???〉?????
the typ邑S




l五千:1tAla-Bla-B3a I llwlifolill， decalvlltll 
Ala-Blb-B3a I harimωzi， mariぉin叫l l A1a-bB3ai-Ala一B2a一BZa I to邸沙判wグri押m包d
Al凶a-Jおヨ2b-B2a I do珂niωdηd
A一B一お Alaι一B邸2bト一B3句a m持z
Al凶a一一-B3a--B3a I h伽14封仰?幻nili，必or，tωerelin雌よar仰viおs，ρJμ~aglω01ρ'Jodzωa， ovaliおf匂s，f.刀u拙mωalis
A2一B3a-B3a 抑制御ta
A3-B3a-B3a I rivzuaris， microtheca 
A3-B3b-B3a I agωsizi 
[μ「ー|よ玩 i瓦vescens




Bla-B3a-B3a tenuis， anodon， alrofusca， eρilosa 
Bla-B3a-B3b co河:ferta
Bla-B3b-B3a elatior， torquata 





C3-C3-C3 arizonae， robusta，ρilifera 
B-B-B 
C-B-B 
1 get Table 66 as a result of this grouping. L巴afcells tak巴nfrom the three parts， 
the apex， the middle and th邑 b乱sehave b色巴ns色parat巴lyobserved. Since thos巴
from the base are 110st ch昌はcteristic，1 mark down the characteristics in order from 
the base through the middle to the apex. In Gr. decalvata， for instance， they are 
Ala酬Bla-B3a. 1n this way the shapεS of the cel in a particul訂 partof a particular 
species always has the same notation. For the sake of confirmation， as many 
observations as possible hav巴 beenmade. If the specimens studied are abundal1t， the 
confirmation is fully made but not so in the c乱seof sc呂nt specimens. Generally 
speaking， 1 fil1d by this method that the shape and the size of the leaf cells are 
peculiar to the species. Irrespective of the method 1 use， itseems that the conditions 
of the leaf cel play a taxonomic司lyimportant role. 
Of the morphological ch旦racteristicsof the cel， 1 select the conditions of the 
longitudil1al cel wall which have been be1ieved to be taxonomically important and 
group them into the 乱fore四mentioned three groups A (AJa， Alb， A2， A3)， B 
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(Bla， Blb， B2a， B2h， B3a， B3b， B4) and C (Cla， Clb， C2， C3). Thus 1 get Table 
66， in the 色刻印meleft column of which are arranged the conditions of the vertical 
cel wall with special emphasis on whether the cell wall 1 notice from the table: 
(1) Consistent from the basεto the apex of the leaf， like A時A回 B同B-B，or 
C欄C司C. (2) Eョchp旦rtdifferent， like A-C噌B; (3) Two parts the same: A-B同B，
A司C同C，C-B岨B. (4) If the b呂seIs A or C， the middle and the apex are al different 
except in Gr. mollis whereas if the base is B， the other parts are al B. 
Among the characteristics of A， B丘ndC， there exists the relation， A→B→C. 
That is， m乳nyhave A and B but few have A and C固 Asfor C， many have C and B 
but if the base is C， none of the other part is known to be A. This relation suggests 
that these characteristics are likewise formed in order from straight through waved 
to verruculose. 
(2) Morphology of the Leaf 
The shape of thεleaf is considered to be very important in taxonomy， hut， since 
it is subject to individual variation， itis necessary to observe a great number of 
specimens collected from different loc司lities.HeI・e1 ob3erve the whole shape， margin 
and apex of the le旦f. The whole sbape of the leaf is various depending on the part 
of the stem i t a t旦chsto. Leaves from the bottom of the plant call巴d“foliacaulina 
inferiora" are frequently modified and small in size. Leaves from the top of the plant 





Fig 7. A variation of the leaf也 apein Gr. pulvi糊 ta(HEDW.) SM. 
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be pericha巴tium，which are very different in shape from folia caulina. It is neCEうちsary，
therefor巴， to observe the leaves fr0111 the p乱rtsoth己rthan the top司ndthe bottom 
of the plant. 
Fig. 7 shows a variation of th色 leaf-shapein Gr・tulvinata. 1n some species 
the leaf is almost unvaried in size and shape but in somεother sp巴ciesthe leaf 
is subject to a considerable degree of variation as to the size ancl the shape. It is 
necessary to give both the typical shape and the extent of variatio11 in orcler to taxO同
nomically establish a leaf-charactεristic， but， sInce a sufficient number of specimens 
are 110t obtained from many enough localities， only the variation observed has here 
been diagramed. From among thεcharacter匂ticsof the margin， apex， and lamina of the 
leaf， 1 select the following items (Table 67， Fig 8): 
Table 67. Items of the characteristics of leaf margin， leaf apex and lamIna. 
Leaf margin M 
One cel in thickness 。
Two or three cells in thickness且tthe upper half h 
n 
Leaf margin toothed p 
Leaf apex E 
Dull-ended apex d 
Sharp-ended apex 呂
Leaf apex without a hyaline point c 
Hyaline point toothed a 
Hyaline point not toothed 
Lamina F 
One cel in thiclmess y 
Two cells in thickness*お w 
オ 1nGr. anodon， folia caulina inferIora have no hyaline point but folia caulina superiora ar色 witha 
hyaline point. Folia caulina superiora of Gr. funalis have not always a hyalin巴 pointwhich is， 
however， found in folia caulina inferiora. 11 thε5e cases， 1 treted both the species as having a 
leaf apex with a hyline point. 
** In Gr. anodon， lamil1a ismostly found to be two cells in thickness but partly one ceJl. 1 cOl1sidered， 
therefore， that lamina of Gr. a.nodo同 isgen臼ral1ybui1t two cel1s in thickness. 1n contrast to 
this， lamina of Gr. a.lticola is generally composed of 01邑 celin thiclmess but rarely two cels. 
It is general1y thought that， inGr. aJ戸icola.， lamina is built by one cel in thickness. 
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Fig 8. Characteristics of leaf margin and lamina. 
1-3: Lamina with two cells in thickness， 5:L呂minawith one cell in thickness， 4， 6-14: 
Leaf margin with two or three cells in thickness， 15-18: Leaf margin with one c告1in 
thickr官邸. 1: Gr.舟zariti抑制 TURN. 2: Gr.側 odo開 BふG. 3: Gr. elatior BRUCH 4: Gr. 
tilifera P. BEAUV. 5: Gr. hartmanii SCHlMP. 6: Gr。βulvinata(HEDW.) SM. 7: Gr. 
pulv!nata (HEDW.) SM. 8: Gr. decalvata CARD. 9: Gr. don時za岬 SM. 10: Gr. pilifera 
P. BEAUV. 11: Gr. donniana SM. 12: Gr. apocarpa var. rivularis (BRlD.) NEES et HORNSCH. 
13: Gr. ovalis (HEDW.) LINDB. 14: Gr. decalvata CARD. 15: Gr. apocarpa var. rivularis 
(BRID.) NEES et HORNSCH. 16: Gr. hartmanii SCHlMP. 17: Gr. alpicola HEDW. 18: Gr. 
apocarpa var. rivularis (BRlD.) NEES et HORNSCH. 
Table 68. Seventy-two combinations of the characteristics of the leaf margin， leaf apex and lamina. 
M 
phpt no n1 
Mp卯0附 y I Mp蹴
M胸poE町 1 M胸ph回刷EdcF京w I 1M拘4匂ptEdcFw I MnoEdcFw 1 M nl批 F"T I MntEdcFw 
MpoEscF~y I~叫cFy M空tEs竺と竺oEscFyI MnhES耐 MlltFscFy
竺?山 IMp出 cFwI MptEscFw I MnoEscFw IM円ザ~J~哩scFて
MpoEd附 IMphEd附 IMp叫 FyMnoEdiaFyI MnhEdlaFy I MntE叫 r
Mpo帥 FwI Mp刷 aFwI MptEd山 1 MnoEd山 IMnhEdlaFw I MntEdlaFw 
sla Iェ[竺oEsl竺y I Mph竺laFy I 山 aFy I 胸叫一|川胸刷叫E曲岨叫h阻幽E臨吋s
一L凶土づi竺竺竺空?上竺hEs竺?己i旦竺竺口旦竺ザw竺戸!ザ?ず?竺?り(竺?竺土
仙
三竺J一川M叫 b川Fw川IMp凶凶山h阻副捌1氾 剖E剖dlbF仙山 wI巳竺竺竺i竺竺?型Ib竺竺上円?ザ!空一bF{門肘町wl Mn凶tE回d1bFw
由 I~I工どi一主竺竺竺と叶J~胤p出仙山h岨出刷Es印帥s討1凶bF州yパI Mp凶凶凶耐t氾由E島印sl附 L:山?竺T竺竺Eslb戸Fy I一竺EhE叫曲b酌 l 川M日品叫曲耐向I肋b
M剛p凶h阻臨刷1氾品E島印sl附 1 M陥p凶同尚山t氾酪耐Es制叫l附 I Mn凹oE必 5脳1仙 I Mn出1吐由h阻幽脳1氾品Es印B叫l附 M胸n凶凶仙山1託姐尚耐t侶也E臥印slh叫即b印F
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Table 69. Groupings of fourty.one spceies of Grimmia based on morphological 
characteristics of the leaf margin， leaf apex and lamina. 
M 
ph pt no nh nt 
MphEdcFy 
1mDlaoJgltis oρodia 
MphEscFy I MptEscFy I MnoEscFy I MnhEscFy 
alfricola subepilosa ano例ala acutifolia apocarpa 
rivularis cratericola agasszzlZ gracilis 









MphEscFw I Mp伽 Fw I Mn臨 cFw I MntEscFw 
te1匂tinervis I ~お6ωan仰u;唱errima















As is shown in Table 68， seventy-two combinations of these cha，racteristics are 
possible， but only fifteen shown in gothic type in the table were actual1y observed 
in the sp巴ciestreated. Table 69 shows the resu1t of c1assification of these types. 
Considerations have to be made concerning the variation of the shape of the margin 
and the apex of the leaf. The variation is fairly great in certain species and my 
ecological study of those species revealed that structural differences are seen between 
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hygrophytes and xerophytes. In this巴xp日riment，1 collected plants of Gr・apocarpa
from six dry places and four moist pl旦cesand observed the apex of thirty specimens 
of the rεspecti ve placεs. Some types are found in both the wet and habitats 
(Plate XXHI)， but in dry places cells are greatly lengthened， the apex has呂 long
hyaline point， and the ind色ntionsare distinct 1 of Plate XXIII). On the other 
hand， in wet places， cells are more or less round， the hyaline point is usually not 
found， and indεntious are obscurεor sometimes ev色nabsent (No. 5 of Plate XXIII). 
Thus in wet places，自lsof the leaf espεcially at the apex are short， but in dry 
places， they tend to be long and， as its probabl色 T己Sllt，the hyaline point and 
indentions become conspicllollS. 
The hydrophytes and hygrophytes of mosses have leaves which are in most 
cases wide， egg-shaped or whereas the xe:rophyte自 havenarrow， 
leaves (for instance， spear-head-shaped). This leads us to suppose that leaf cells of the 
xerophytes tend to be elong呂tedand that leaf cells of the hydrophytes and nygro開
phytes tend to be shortened皿roundor squ乳r色. Such a conclusion cannot be reached 
unless a1 the Musci have been studied， but the resu1t of the observation of Grimmia 
alone gives me the油ovesuggestion. 
IV. DiscussIon 
Using fourty-one species of Grimmia， 1 studied the affinity among morphological 
characteristics mainly of the gametophyte with primary emphasis on its inner structur勾e.
In order to see the taxonomical significance of the divisions of these char旦cteristics，
1 prepare Table 70， which shows the correspondence of the species arr羽 inLOESKE'S 
system of classification to the following ten divisions of th巴 char旦cteristicsobserved。
( 1 ) Constitutional formulョeof the midrib. 
( 2) Morphological differentiation of the midrib. 
( 3) Number of the cells in the a中 ar仁
( 4) Ontogeny of the midrib (the a-pa:rt asαiーterion). 
( 5) Ontogeny of the midrib (悶chof the a-， b-， andか partsas criteria). 
( 6) Structure of the stem. 
(7) Combin巴dstructure of the st巴m and the midrib. 
( 8) Strllcture of leaf cels. 
( 9) Structure of the leaf apex. 
(10) Structure of the leaf m釘宮油田
As is shown in Table 70 Noム thespecies丘町dividedinto four categories d巴pending
on the degree of differenti旦tionin the midrib. Those with a smaller degree of tisslle dif同
ferenti丘tionare more common in an old色rbranch of the gεnealgical tree such as Schisti開
dium and Gastrogrimmia. More differenti旦ted species are those constitllting a 
younger branch of thεtree such as Rhabdogrimmia， and Litoneurum. Thus the 
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Tabl.e 70. Th巴 corr・espondel1ceof the sp記ciesstuclicd arranged in LOESKE'S system of 
classification "(0 thε ten divi.sions of the charact己工isticsobserved. 
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structural charactcristics of thc midrib corrεin many ways with thc system of 
classification no，'1 being consider巴d.
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No.3 shows divisions by the lin己al of cells in the a-part. The group 
with the fewest number of cells， that is two or thr巴ecells， are frεquent in Schistidium， 
Pulvinatae and Those with the larg日rnumber of cells， that 1S eleγen， nine 
or seven are concentrated in Litone拶rum，εtc.On the 
how巴ver，no d色finitecorrelation exists as it did in NO.2. 
No.4 is the processes of the ontogeny of the midrib with the us色 ofthe number 
of cells in the a恒pa:rtas criterion. The type in which the a回1021rtis of two to three 
cells at earlier stages of ontogeny is characteristic t oαe， etc. 
Another typ巴whichhas旦largernumb色rof cells already at the earli巴rstage belong to 
Rhabdogrimmia， or Lito幻eurum.
No.5 is在c1assificョtion ontogeny of the midrib in each of the a.， b-， and 
c~pa吋固 All or most of Schistidium and Torquataz， etc. come under I-A. 
is charact巴rIz日dbv II-B. 
No.6 divides the into four types from the least differ日ntiatedto the most 
differεntiat己dst色m-structu問。 Theleast differentねted旦remore common in Schistidium. 
On the other hand， the most differentiated are seen in and 
No.7 pres色ntstypes of combined structure of the stem and midrib. H.βre the 
char呂cteristicsof the stem and thos巴ofthe midrib are at once consid己red.Thosεleast 
ョdvancedin differetiation of the midrib and th色 stem asも!leH b巴long to 
Schistidium， etc. The 110St differentiated species in both mostly bεlong to 
Rhabdogrimmia， Alpinae，εtco 
From the tables 63， 64， 70) 1 see thば thespεcies which belong to a certain 
subgεnus come under one and the same group or sometimes divide themselves into a 
few groups but do not scatter Occasionally， howεver， sp己cieswhich b色longto 
one subgenus are distributed. This n色edsto be car巴fulIyexamined， but I may 
generally say as f01l0ws. Th己 innerstructures， esp配 ially charact色ristics
of the stem and the midrib correspond to a extent with LOES玄E'Ssystem of 
classific呂tion.
No.8 is groups classified by the morphological characteristics of th色 cellwall. The 
relations旦mongthese groups are not cle旦rbut the gen己ral A→B→C or C→B→A 
1S recogniz旦ble. Species with A 01" B mainly belong to 
etc. Those with C 丘町 more m On the 
no distinct tendency is observεd. 
No.9 shmvs combinations of ch旦r旦cteristicsof the leaf ap色叉. H the旦dvancementis 
from the dull-ended through the shヨrp-己nd色d to th巴 hyaline-pointedand deeply 
indented， the c¥irection is Edc→Esc~~Eslb→Esla. This tenc¥ency is highly correl呂ted
wi th the ecology of the speciεs， namely， whether are hygrophytic， 
or xerophytic. is theεxtreme of hydrophytε 旦nclshows Edc， whereas 
Litoneurum is the ext町 meof and shows Eslao 
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NO.I0 is combinations of the structural characteristics of the leaf margin. l'l"o 
relationぉhipb三tween thi:eら，echaracteristics 2l1d the classificaticn system is trace乱ble.
Now 1 can seεthat thεcharacteristics of the structure of tle gclInetophyte-
especia!ly the inn己rstructure-have to be considered as being taxonomically important 
since they m♀y not perfectly 1a1 in with the t1品aditionalcl丘節目ication-systembut 
certainly thel"e is a cl己gree of paralielism b三tween them and the traditional 
classification -system. 
A c::rtain amount of cor日lationis l010wn to eXlst b:2tween th:: inner strllcture 
of the midrib 乳ndthose of the stem， and so 1 propo巴ピ the system of classification 
shown in Fig.9. .9 divides thεslコ三C1巴sinto thrce large divisions， which且refurther 
divided into subdivisions固 Theclassification lsコrimarilybasιd 01 the nllrnber心fthe 
cells in the a帽pa:rt，but ontogeny of the midrib， the structure of the midrib， the 
structure of the stem， etc. are a180 taken il1to consiclεratiol1. 
Thus similar speciεs are put side by si.de and the following groups are 
clelineatecl: groups b乳sedon the structure of tl1e miclrib， the number of cells at the 
a-part， the ontogeny of the midrib 己 numberof the a回partas criterion)， the 
ontogeny of the midrib (the l111mber of the a町， b岨 andc回partas criteria)， the structure 
of the stem， the structures of bo1:h the stem and the midrib， the shape of the areolation， 
the structure of the Jeaf apex， the structure of the Jeaf margin圃 Thesegroups are 
dividecl into three divisions where demarcatiol1 1ines are thickest. These three 
divisiol1s are in tum divided into SUbgrollpS delineat巴d with dotted lines. As 
shown in Fig 9， Group Group B 包ndGroup C resulted from this classification園
The classification thus obtained is by 10 means complete， but it is based on the 
affinity d色terminedthrough the consideration of 31 the structural characteristics 01 the 
gametophyte. 1 believεthat it reveals much of the true taxonomy of Grimmia. 
V. Summary 
1 observed mainly the gametophyte of fourty幽onespecies of Grim幻zia，a genus 
which b:::long to Grimmiaceae. The characteristic，雪 ofthe gametophyte are divided 
into the internal and the巴xternal.
As intεrnal char乱cteristics，thos・eof the stem ancl the midrib were observec1. Intemal 
characteristics are divided into four groups depending on whether the cross section of 
the stem reveals distinct diffεrentiation in the epidermal layer， corticallayer anc1 central 
strand. The structllres of the midrib :re divided into four groups depεnding on 
whethεr the internal and external differentiations are clear or not. The tissue of the 
midrib is then gen色ticallydivided into three parts a-rart which is adaxial， c-part 
which is abaxial and b-part which is enclosεd by a-and c中al'I. In each of these 
parts， the number of cells which constitute the part was counted and compared. It is 
noted that the number of cel at th巴a咽partis especially peculiar to the species. By 
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way of comparison the numb:::r of cells at the a-， ト迂ndか p2rrtand their sum 'J[ were 
put together in a -1b十む二T so as to represεnt th色 midrib structure. The 
processes in the ontogeny of the midrib structure were likewise tracked down and thus 
similarities in the ontogeny of the midrib were exarnined. 1 note that there exists a 
certain旦mountof between classification the of differentiatJon 
and that the number of cells in the a-pa:rt， and the other parts. That is to say the 
species which show litle differentiation in the internal structures of the midrib have 
fewer cells in the a-pa:rt and also in the total number of the mid1'ib and the more 
diff臼官ltiatedhave a greater number of cells in them. Another is noted 
that more differentiated in th巴 midribare likewise differentiated in the stem. 
Gener丘c1assifications intem丘1structures have mutual cor-
rel品tions.
As external characteristics， first of al， cells were taken from the three parts of the 
apεx， th色 middleand the base of th巴leafand their are色xamin吋ヨnd
In ordεr to this the cel wall which runs parallel to the midrib 
is named 
cross cel 
cel vvali and the c巴1wall yvhich crosses the mid1'ib is named 
and then the cell is defined bv the of these two cel 
walls. The characteristics obs己rved証reas to whether the cel walls are 
whether tr:e two walls 
meet at angles or cross obliquεly; whεther the cel vvall is 
01' thick色rth:Ul the cross 邑tc. Of al the combinations of these 
fifteen types of combin抗i01S'Nere乱ctuallyobserved. These characteristicswere 
observed at the leaf apex，τ1iddle and the bョseof the leaf and then 
arεfinally divided into seven groups (Table 66)。
External characteristics of the leaf were examin巴das to the apex， leaf m乱ヨnd
lamina“The apex was obse1'ved as to wheth巴rit is or dull“ended， whether 
the hyaline is present or not， whether thεis indented or not， etc. 
The leaf ma了ginwas check巴das to whether it is one回cel whether the uppεr 
half 01' the whole 1S two司 C巴1sthick and whether the leaf margin is indented. 
The lamina as w hole was obse1'γed as to whether it is on巴開cellor two-cells thick. 
Of 72 combinations， 15 types wεre observεd (Table 。
Some of the characteristics observed in the are considered to be 
P巴culiarto the species a certain variation is to b巴 allowedfor) and hence 
1 therefore， tryed to establish a classification of 
sp巴ciesof Grirnrnia here treat巴d. As shovm in Fig 9， are divided into three 
groups: A， B and 悶 chof which is in tum divided into several subgroupsロ The
tendency is A→B→C. 1n this divisions are made where demaγcation 
lines are thickest between groups by al the cha1'旦cteristicsobserv巴dof the 
It is no mεans since not the charactεristics of the sporophyte but the 
characteristics of the回 metophvtealone arモ he1匂etr回 butthe system seems to 
1) Morphological differentiation of the 
midrib. 
5) Structure of the stem. 
7) Structure of the leaf apex. 




ーー〒 ー . 
担assizii • ' pi1ifera humilior 
E E -• conferta 巴pilosa plagiopodia 
S!bepilosa apocarpa decalvata lisae 
4zn2c cilis rivularis donniana anomala 
curva microtheca elatior funalis 
tenuis calvescens pulvinata 
atrofusca longipila africana 
afpicola torquata perslca 
9) The system of classification divided into some 
subgroups based On the characteristics of the 
gametophyte. 
Fig 9. The classification based on the affinity 
determined through the consideration of 
all the structural characteristics of the 
gametophyte. 
4) Ontogeny of the midrib (each of the 
a-，b-，and. c-part as criteria). 
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6) Structure of the leaf cells. 
8) Structure of the leaf margin. 
Studies on the Genzls erimmia 131 
reveal som色thingof the true cl旦ssification
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Explanation of Plates 
Plate I-XXI Observation of stages in the ontogeny of their midribs 
in the fourty-one species of Grunmia. 
Plate XXll Fifteen types in possible combinations of characteristics 
of leaf cell wall. 
Plate XXIII Some types of the leaf apex are found in both dry 
and wet habitats (Gr. apocarpa). 
Plate XXIV目LXIV Observation of external morpl-:ology and inner 
structures in the fourty-one species of Grimmia. 
Plate 1 
No. 1. Gr. agassizii (SULL， et LESQ.) ]AEG. No. 2. Gr. alpicola HEDW・
1. 2a十Ob十3c=5 22. 2a十7b十8c=17 1. 21十Ob十2c=4
2. 2a十lb+3c=6 23， 2a十10b十6c=18 2. 2a十Ob十3c=5
3事 2a十3b十4c=9 24. 2a十10b十5c=17 3. 2品十Ob十4c=6
4. 2a+3b+3c=8 25. 2aト9b十6c=17 4. 21十lb十4c=7
5. 2a十5b十4c=11 26， 2品十llb+5c=18 5. 21十lb+5c=8
6， 2a十4b十4c=lO 27. 2a十ヲb十7c=18 6. 21 十2b十5c=9
7， 2a十5b十5c=12 28. 2a十8b十8c=18 7. 21十2b十6c=10
8， 2a+4b十5c=11 29. 21十10b十7c=19 8. 21十2b十7c=11
9. 2a+6b十4c=12 30. 2a十llb+6c=19 9. 21十2b十8c=12
10， 2旦十6b十5c=13 31. 21十12b十6c=20 10. 21十3b十7c=12
11. 2a十7b十4c=13 32， 21十10b十8c=20 11. 21十2b十9c=13
12幽 21十5b十6c=13 33， 21十llb十7c=20 12. 21十3b十8c=13
13， 2a十6b十6c=14 34. 2a十llbト8c=21 13. 21十4b十8c=14
14. 21十8b十4c=14 35. 21十12b十8c=22 14. 2a十5b+8c=15
15， 2a十7b十5c=14 36“ 21十12b十7c=21 15. 2a十4b十9c=15
16. 21十7b十6c=15 37， 2呂十13b十6c=21 16. 2a十5b十9c=16
17. 21十8b十5c=15 38. 21十13b十8cロ 23 17. 22十6b十8c=16
18. 2a+6b十7c=15 39. 21十13b十7c=22 18旬 2呂十6b十ヲc=17
1官。 2a十8b十6c=16 40， 21十14b十7c=23
20. 21十8b十7む=17 41. 21十14b十8c=24
21. 21十7b十7c=16
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Plate n 
No. 1. Gr. anodon B. S. G. No.2. Gr. a河oma!aHAMPE 
1. 2a十Ob寸3c=5 14. 3a十4b十8c=15 1. 2a十Ob十5c=7
2. 2a+1b十3cニ 6 15. 3a十5b十7cニ 15 2. 2a十Ob十8cニ 10
3. 2a十1b十4cニ 7 16. 3a十5b十8cニ 16 3. 2a十3b十8c=13
4. 2a十1b十5cニ 8 17. 4a+4b十8c=16 4. 2a十3b十10c=15
5. 2a十2b寸5cニ 9 18. 4a十5bト8c=17 5. 2a十8b十9c=19
6. 2a十3b十5c=10 19. 5a十4b+8cニ 17 6. 2a十6b十llc=19
7. 2a十3b十6cニ 11 20. 5a十4b十9cニ 18 7. 2a十10b十llc=23
8. 3a十3b十5c=11 21. 5a十5b十8cニ 18 8. 2a十9b十12cニ 23
9. 2a十4b十6c=12 22. 6a十4b十8c=18 9. 2a+l0b十14c=26
10. 2a十5bト5cニ 12 23. 6a十4b+9c=19 10. 2a+12b十12c=26
11. 2a十5b十6c=13 24. 6a+5b十8c=19 11. 2a-トllb十13cニ 26
12. 3a十4b十6cニ 13 25. 6a+5b十9c=20 12. 2a十14b十14c=30








I 立よLVτdIV M.V)I 
P 1 at e II 
No. 1. Gr. atocarpa HEDW. No.2. Gr. aβOCa1戸avar. airofusca (SCHIMP.i HUSN 
1. 2a十Ob十4c=6 1. 2a十Ob十3cニ 5 12. 2a十5b十7c=14
2. 2a十1b十6c=9 2. 2a十Ob→4c=6 13. 2a十5b十8c=15
3. 2a十1b十7c=10 3. 2a十1b十4c=7 14. 2a十6b十7c=15
4. 2a卜2b+6c=10 4. 2a十2b十4cニ 8 15曲 2a十5b十9c=16
5. 2a十2bト7cニ 11 5. 2a十1b十5c=8 16. 2a十6b十8c=16
6. 2a十3b十7c=12 6. 2a+2b十5c=9 17. 2a十6b十9c=17
7. 2a十4b十9c=15 7. 2a+3b十6c=11 18. 2a+8b十8c=18
8. 2a十5b十9c=16 8. 2a十2b十6c=10 19固 2a十7b十9c=18
9. 2a十6b十9c=17 9. 2a十3bト8c=13 20‘ 2a十8b十9cニ 19
10. 2a十6b十10c=18 10. 2a十4b十7cニ 13 21. 2aト9b十8c=19
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Plate IV 
No. 1. Gr. apocaゆ'avar. conferta (FUNCK) SPRENG. No. 2. Gr. apocarpa var. microtheca CARD 
1. 1a +Ob十3c=4 17. 2a十4b十8c=14 1. 1a十Ob十3c=4 14. 2a十5b十8c=15
2. 2a十Ob寸5c=7 18. 2a十3b十9cニ 14 2. 1a寸Ob十4c=5 15. 2a十6b十8c=16
3. 2a十1b十6cニ9 19圃 2a十3b十10cニ 15 3. 2a十Ob十4c=6 16. 2a十7b十8c=17
4. 2a十Ob十7c=9 20. 2a寸2b十11c=15 4. 2a十Ob十5cニ7 17. 2a十7bト9c=18
5. 2a十2b+5c=9 21. 2a十4b十9cニ 15 5. 2呂十1b十5c=8 18. 2a十8b十8c=18
6. 2a十1b十7cニ 10 22. 2a十4b寸10cニ 16 6. 2a十1b十6c=9 19. 2a十9b十8c=19
7. 2a十2b十7c=11 23. 2a十3b十11c=16 7. 2a十1b十7c=10 20命 2a十10b十8c=20
8. 2a十3b十6c=11 24. 2a十5b←10c=17 8. 2a十2b十7c=11 21. 2a十8b十11c=21
9. 2a十1b十8cニ 11 25. 2a十4b十11c=17 9. 2a十3b十7c=12 22. 2a+10b十9c=21
10. 2a寸2b十8cニ 12 26. 2a十4b十12c=18 10. 2a十2b+8c=12 23. 2a十10b十10cニ22
11. 2a十3b十7c=12 27. 2a十6b十10c=18 11. 2.a十3b十8cニ 13 24. 2a十11b十10c=23
12. 2a寸1b十9c=12 28. 2aト7b十10c=19 12. 2aーャ4b十8cニ 14 25. 2a十12b卜10c=24
13. 2a十2b十9c=13 29. 2aト5b十12c=19 13. 2a十3b十9c=14 26. 2a十12b十11c=25
14. 2a+3b寸8c=13 30. 2a+6b十12c=20
15. 2a十4b十7c=13 31. 2a十7b十12c=21
16. 2a+2b十10c=14 32. 2a十10b+12c=24
z ・ON‘Ol・lOA'"a?uβρmρZlJUlJy・QeI(["?:JS 
AI立LV1:dIVMV)I 
P 1 a t εV 
No. 1. Gr. aρocarpa var. rivularis (BRID.) NEES et HORNSCH. No. 2. Gr. alうocarpavar. rivularis f. acutifolia (T. JENS.) 
L 1a十Ob十2cニ3 12. 2a寸7b十6cニ 15 1. 2a十lb十4c=7 15. 4a十8b十5cロ 17
2. 2a+1b十2c=5 13. 2a 寸6b十7c=15 2. 2a十2b十4c=8 16. 4a十8b十6c=18
3宮 2a十lb十3c=6 14. 2a十5b十8c=15 3岨 2a十3b十4c=9 17. 3a十9b十7c=19
4. 2a+2b十3c=7 15. 2a十7b十7cニ 16 4. 3a+2b十5c=10 18. 5a十8b十6c=19
5. 2a十2b十4cニ8 16. 2a十7b十8c=17 5. 4a+3b→5c=12 19. 5a十7b十7c=19
6. 2a十3b十4c=9 17. 2a十8b十7cニ 17 6. 3a十4b十5c=12 20. 4a十10b十6c=20
7. 2a十3b+5c=10 18‘ 2a十8b十8cニ 18 7. 2a+6b十5c=13 21. 6a十8bト7c=21
8. 2a十4b十5cニ 11 19. 2a十10b十7c=19 8. 4a十4b十5c=13 22. 5a十9b十7c=21
9. 2a十3b+6c=11 20. 2a十10b十8c=20 9. 5a十4b十5c=14 23. 4a十10b十8c=22
10. 2a寸5b十6c=13 21宅 2a十10b十8c=20 10. 3a十5b十6cニ 14 24. 6a十9b十8c=23
11. 2a十6b十6c=14 11. 2a十8b十5c=15 25. 5a十12b十8c=25
12. 5a十4b十7cニ 16 26. 4a十14b十8c=26
13. 3a十8b十5c=16 27. 7a十llb十10c=28
14. 3a十8b十6c=17 28. 5a十18bト12cニ 35
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P 1 at e VI 
No. 1. Gr. apocarpa var. ten?rrima NEES et HORNSCH. No. 2. Gr. arizonae REN. et CARD. 
1. 2a十lb十6c=9 20. 4a十4b十llc=19 1. 2a十2b十5cニ9
2. 2a十4b十5c=11 21. 4a+6b十10c=20 2. 2aト2b十9c=13
3. 2a+4bト7c=13 22. 4a十7b十10c=21 3. 3a十4b十llc=18
4. 3a十2b十9c=14 23. 4a十5b十12c=21 4. 3a十2b十10c=15
5. 4a十2b十9c=15 24. 5a十6b十10cニ21 5. 3H-I0b十16c=29
6. 3a十4b十7c=14 25. 4a十6b十12cニ22 6. 3a十7b+12c=22
7. 3a十4b十9cニ16 26. 4a十6b十llc=21 7. 4a十10b十19c=33
8. 4a十3b十9c=16 27. 4a十6b十13c=23 8. 6a十12b十20c=38
9. 3a十4b十10c=17 28. 4a十7bふ llc'=22 9. 5a十13b+21c=39
10. 4a十4b十8cニ16 29. 5a十7b十llc=23 10. 7a十15b十19c=41
11. 3a十5b十9cニ17 30. 4a十7b十12c=23 11. 6a十16b十20c=42
12. 4a十3b十10cニ 17 31. 5a+8b十llc=24 12. 8a十16b十21c=45
13. 4a十4b十9c=17 32. 5a十7b+12c=24 13. 6a十23b十22cニ51
14. 4a十4b十10c=18 33. 5a十9b十12c=26 14. 7a十23b十25c=55
15. 3a+6b十9cニ18 34. 4a十9b十13c=26 15. 9a十30b十26c=65
16. 4a十5b十9c=18 35. 5a十l1b十12c=28 16. 10a←31b十30c=71
17. 4a+6b+9c口 19 36. 6a十12b十12c=30 17. lla十33b十33cニ77
18. 4a十3b十llc=18 37. 6a十10b十14c=30 18. l1a寸47b十36c=96
19. 4a十5b十10cニ 19 38. 6a十13b+15c=34
KAWAI PLATE VI 
No. 1. G久 cratericolaSAK. et T AK. 
1. 2a十Ob十3c=5 19. 4a十2b十10cニ 16
2. 2a十Ob十4cニ6 20. 4a十3b+9c=16
3. 2aトOb十5c=7 21. 5a十3b十9c=17
4. 2aト1b十5c=8 22. 5a十2b十llc=18
5. 3a十lb十5c=9 23. 5a十3bト10c=18
6. 3a十lb十6cニ 10 24. 5a十4b十9c=18
7. 3a十1b十7c=11 25. 6aト3bトllc=20
8. 4a十1b+6c=11 26. 6a十3b十10c=19
9. 4a十1b十7c=12 27. 4a十6b十9cニ 19
10. 4a十2b十6c=12 28. 4a十6b十10cニ20
11. 4a←j-1bト8cニ 13 29. 5a十4b十llcニ20
12. 3a十3b十7c=13 30. 4a十6b十日c=21
13. 4a十2b十7c=13 31調 6a十4b十llc=21
14. 4a十2b十8c=14 32. 6a十6b十llc=23
l5. 3a十4b十7cニ 14 33. 5a十6b十10c=21
16. 4a十3b十7cニ 14 34. 6a十6b十14c=26
17. 5a十2b十8c=15 35. 6a十6b十12c=24
18. 3a+3b十9c=15 36. 6a十7b十14b=27
P 1 at e VII 
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P 1 at e vm 
No. 1. Gr. decipie四S (SCHULTZ.) LINDB. No. 2. Gr. don河zanαSM.
1. 4a十Ob十9c=13 1. 2a十Ob寸4c=8 16. 2a十5b寸8c=15
2. 4a十Ob十12c=16 2. 2a十Ob十5c=9 17. 2a十5bト9c=16
3. 4a十Ob十15cニ 19 3. 2a十Ob十6c=8 18. 2a十6b十8c=16
4恥 4a十3b十15c=22 4. 2a十Ob十7c=9 19. 2a十4b十l1c=17
5. 5a十6b十14c=25 5. 2a十1b十7c=10 20. 2a十5b十10c=17
6. 5a十7b十17cニ 29 6. 2a十1b十8c=1l 21. 2a十6b←llc=19
7. 6a十6b+19c=31 7. 2a十2b十7c=11 22. 2a十9b十8c=19
8. 5a+l0b十17c=32 8. 2a十2b十8c=12 23. 2a十7b十llc=20
9. 6a十7b十20c=33 9句 2a十1b十9cニ 12 24. 2a十8b十10c=20
10. 5a十13b十18c=36 10. 2a+3b十7c=12 25. 2a十9b十9c=20
11. 6a+14b十20c=40 11也 2a十4b十7c=13 26. 2a十9b十10cニ 21
12. 6a十16b十21c=43 12. 2a十3b十9c=14 27也 2aト7b十13cニ22
13. 7a十16b十21cニ44 13. 2a十2b十10c=14 28. 2a十10b十10cニ22
14. 6a十18b十21c=45 14. 2a十4b十8c=14 29. 2a十l1b+10c=23 
15. 7a十20b十21cニ48 15. 2a十3b十10c=15 30. 2a寸 llb十llcニ24
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P 1 atεIX 
No. 1. Gr. elatior BRUCH No.2‘ Gr. f1お招alis(SCHWAEGR.) B. S. G. 
1. 2a十1b十7c=10 12. 2a十7b十10cニ 19 1. 2a十Ob十5cニ7 16. 2a十3b十10c=15
2. 2a十Ob十5c=7 13働 2a十8b十llc=21 2. 2a十Ob十6c=8 17. 2a十3b-十9c=14
3. 2a卜Ob十8cニ 10 14. 2a寸9bー-l1cニ 22 3. 2a十Ob十7cニ9 18. 2a←!-5b十8c=15
4. 2a十2b十7c=11 15. 2a十8b十12c=22 4. 2a十1bー-5c=8 19. 2a十4b十'9c=15
5. 2aト3b十7c=12 16. 2a十9b十12c=23 5. 2a十lbト7c=10 20. 2a十4b十10c=16
6. 2a十3bトlOcニ 15 17. 2a十llb十llc=24 6也 2a十1b十6cニヲ 21. 2a十6b十8c=16
7. 2a十4b十10c=16 18. 2a十12b十llc=25 7. 2a十1b十8c=11 22. 2a十5b十9c=16
8. 2aト5b十9cニ 16 19. 2a十12b十12c=26 8. 2a十Ob十8c=10 23. 2a十6b十9c=17
9. 2a十4b寸llc=17 20骨 2a十13b十12c=27 ヲ 2a十2b十8c=12 24電 2a十8b十8c=18
10. 2a十6bト10c=18 21. 2a十14b十12c=28 10. 2a十3b十8c=13
25. 2a十7b十8cニ 17
11. 2a十5b十llc=18 11圃 2a十2b十7c=11
26. 2a十7b十10c=19
12. 2a+3b十7cニ 12 27. 2a十9b十9cニ 20
13圃 2a+4b十7c=13 28. 2a十8b十10cニ 20
14. 2a十5b十7c=14 29. 2a十9b十10c=21 
15. 2a十4b十日c=14
KAWAI PLATE IX 
Plate X 
No. 1. Gr. funalis var. calvescens (KINDB.) MOELL. No.2. G久 funalisf. 10河giρilaBOUL. 
1. 1a十Ob十3c=4 17. 3a十1b十8cニ 12 1. 2a十Ob十3c=5 14. 2a十Ob十9c=1l
2. 2a十Ob十3c=5 18. 4a十Ob十8c=12 2. 2a十Ob十4c=6 15. 2a十2b+7c=11
3. 2a十Ob十4c=6 19. 4a十1b十7cニ 12 3. 2a十Ob十5cニ 7 16. 2a十3b十6c=11
4. 2a十1b+4c=7 20. 3a十1b十9c=13 4. 2a十Ob十6c=8 17. 2a十4b十6cニ 12
5. 2a十Ob十5c=7 21. 4a十Ob十日Cニ 12 5. 2a十1b十5cニ8 18. 2a十2b十8cニ 12
6. 2a十Ob十6c=8 22. 4a十1b十8c=13 6. 2a十1b十6c=9 19. 2a十5b十5c=12
7. 3a十Ob十5c=8 23. 4a十Obト9c=13 7. 2a十Ob十7c=9 20. 2a十3b十7c=12
8. 2a十Ob+7c=9 24. 3a十2bト8c=13 8. 2且十2b+5cニ9 21. 2a十5b十6c=13
9. 2a十1b十5c=8 25. 4a十1b十9c=14 9. 2a十Ob十8cニ 10 22. 2a十4b十8c=14
10. 3a十Ob+6c=9 26. 4a十Ob十10cニ 14 10. 2a十3bト5c=10 23. 2a+6b+7cニ 15
11. 2a十1b十7c=10 27. 5a十Ob十9cニ 14 11. 2a十2b十6c=10 24. 2a+5b十8c=15
12. 3a十1b十6cニ 10 28. 5a+Ob+10c=15 12. 2a十1b十7cニ 10 25. 2a十6b十8cニ 16
13. 3a十Obト7c=10 29. 4a十1b十10c=15 13. 2a十1b十8cニ 11
14. 3a十1b十7c=11 30. 5a十1b十10c=16
15. 3a十2b十6c=1l 31. 5a十2b十12cニ 19
16. 3a十2b十7c=12
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P 1 at e XII 
No. 1. Gr. laevigata (BRID.) BRID. No. 2. Gr. maritima TURN. 
1. 2a十Ob十5c=7 17. 7a十8b十12c=27 1. 2a十Ob十3cニ5
2. 2a寸1b寸6cニ9 18. 6a十llb+llc=28 2. 6a十6b十9c=21
3. 2a十3b十6c=11 19. 8a十7b十14c=29 3. 5a+7b十9c=21
4. 2a十2b十7cニ 11 20. 7a十10b十13c=30 4. 6a十8b十9c=23
5. 3a十3b十6c=12 21. 7a+llb十12cニ 30 5. 6a十9b十9c=24
6. 3a十3bャ8c=14 22. 6司+12b十13c=31 6. 6a十9b十10c=25
7咽 4a十4b十8cニ 16 23. 7a十llb寸13cニ 31 7. 6a十10b十12cニ28
8. 4a十6b十8c=18 24. 8a十10b+13c=31 8. 8a十18b十13c=39
9. 4a十8b十8c=20 25. 9a十9b十15c=33 9. 10a十29b十15cニ 54
10. 5a十7b十8c=20 26. 8a十llb十14cニ33 10. 10a十33b十14c=57
11. 4a十8b十10cニ 22 27. 8a十12b十15c=35 11. 10a十39b+15c=64
12. 7a十6b十llc=24 28. 9a十13b十14c=36 12. 10a十45b十16c=71
13. 5a十10b十9c=24 29. 9a十12b十16cニ 37 13. 10a十47b+18cニ 75
14. 4a+llb十l1c=26 30. 9a+13b+16cニ 38 14. l1a十54b十18c=82
15. 8a十7b十l1cニ26 31. 9a十13b十18c=40
16. 5a+llb十l1cニ27

P 1 a te Xln 
No. 1. Gr問。lisB. S‘G. No. 2. Gr. orbi.ωlaris var. 1う'fJrsicaSCHIFFNE主
L la十Qb十2c=3 13. 3a寸4b寸6c=13 1. laトOb十2c口 3 11. 2a十3b十4cニ9
2. 1a十Ob十3c=4 14. 4a十4b十5cニ13 2. la寸Ob十3c=4 12. 2aート4b十4c=10
3. la十Ob十4c=5 15. 3a十5b十5c=13 3. 2a十Ob十2cニ4 13‘ 2a十3b+5c=10
4. 2a十Ob十4c=6 16. 4a十5b+6c=15 4ψ2a十Ob十4cニ6 14. 2a十2b十6cニ10
5. 2a十lb+4cニ7 17. 4a十6b十7c=17 5. 2a+Ob寸5c=7 15. 2a十3b十6c=1l
6. 2a十2b十4c=8 18. 4a+6b戸-8c=18 6. 2a寸lb十Llc='7 16. 2a十3b十7c=12
7. 2a十3bト4c=9 19. 4a十7b十8cニ19 '7. 2a十2b十'1cニ8 17. 2a十5b十5c=12
8. 2a十2b+5cニ9 20. 4a十8bャ8c=20 8. 2a十3b十3cニ呂 18. 2aト4b十6cニ12
9. 2a十4b+4cニ10 21. 4a十10b十8c=22 9. 2旦十1b.卜5c=8 19. 2a十5b十6c=13
10. 2a十4b十5cニ11 22. 4a十llb十8cニ23 10. 2a十2b十5c=9 20. 2a十4bト7cニ13
11. 3a十4b十4c=11 23. 4a十12b十日c=24
12. 3a十4b十5c=12
KAWAI PLATE XIII 
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P 1 at e XIV 




































P 1 at e XV 
No. 1. Gr. pilifera P. BEAUV. No.2. Gr.〆'agiopodiaHEDW. 
1. 2a+Ob十2c=4 14. 2a+3b+9c=14 1. 2a十Ob十3c=5 13. 2a十3b十6c=11
2. 2a+Ob+3c=5 15. 2a+2b+10c=14 2. 2a+Ob十4c=6 14. 2a十2b+6c=10
3. 2a+Ob十4c=6 16. 2a十4b+9c=14 3. 2a十1b十3c=6 15. 2a十5b+4c=11
4. 2a十Ob十5c=7 17. 2a十4b十8c=14 4. 2a+Ob十5c=7 16. 2a+4b十5c=1l
5. 2a十Ob十6c=8 18. 2a十2b十llc=15 5. 2a+1b十4c=7 17. 2a十5b+5c=12
6. 2a十Ob十7c=9 19. 2a+3b+10c=15 6. 2a十2b十4c=8 18. 2a十4b+6c=12
7. 2a十1b+7c=10 20. 2a十4b+10c=16 7. 2a+1b+5c口 8 19. 2a十5b+6c=13
8. 2a+2b十7c=11 21. 2a+4b十llc=17 8. 2a十2b+5c=9 20. 2a+6b+5c=13 
9. 2a+1b+8c=11 22. 2a十4b+12c=18 9. 2a十1b十6c=9
21. 2a十6b+6c=14
10. 2a十1b十9c=12 23. 2a十5b十llc=18 10. 2a+3b+4c=9 
22. 2a+6b+7c=15 
11. 2a十2b十8c=12 24. 2a+5b十12c=19 11. 2a十4b+3c=9 23. 2a十7b十6c=15
12. 2a十3b+8c=13 25. 2a+6b十12c=20 12. 2a十3b十5c=10 24. 2a+8b十6c=16
13. 2a+2b十9c=13
KAWAI PLATE XV 
???
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Plate XVI 
No.1. Gr.β'ulvinata (HEDW.) SM. No.2. Gr・抑制御tavar. africana (HEDW・)HOOK. f. et WILS. 
1. 2a十Ob十4c=5 1. 1a+Ob十1c=2 17. 2a+5b十6c=13
2. 2a十Ob+5c=7 2. 2a+Ob十2c=4 18. 2a+6b十5c=13
3. 2a十1b+4c=7 3. 2a十Ob十3c=5 19. 2a+5b+7c=14 
4. 2a十Ob+6c=8 4. 2a+1b十3c=6 20. 2a十6b十6c=14
5. 2a+2b十4c=8 5. 2a+Ob+4c=6 21. 2a十6b十7c=15
6. 2a+1b+6c=9 6. 2a十2b十4c=8 22. 2a十7b+6c=15
7. 2a十3b+4c=9 7. 2a+1b十4c=7 23. 2a十8b+6c=16
8. 2a十1b十7c=10 8. 2a十2b十5c=9 24. 2a十7b十7c=16
9. 2a十2b+5c=9 9. 2a十1b十5c=8 25. 2a十8b十7c=17
10. 2a+3b+6c=11 10. 2a+3b十4c=9 26. 2a+9b+6c=17 
11. 2a十4b+4c=10 11. 2a+4b+4c=10 27. 2a十8b+8c=18
12. 2a十4b+5c=11 12. 2a十3b十5c=10 28. 2a十10b+6c=18
13. 2a+5b十5c=12 13. 2a十5b十4c=11 29. 2a+11b十6c=19
14. 2a十4b十6c=12 14. 2a+4b+5c=11 30. 2a+9b+9c=20 
15. 2a+6b十6c=14 15. 2a+5b+5c=12 31. 2a+10b十8c=20
16. 2a+5b+6c=13 16. 2a十4b+6c=12 32. 2a+10b十11c=23
17. 2a十5b十7c=14
18. 2a+6b+7c=15 
KAW AI PLA TE XVI 
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P 1 at e XVII 
No. 1. Gr. tereti持酎'visLIMPR. No. 2. Gr. trichophylla ssp. lisae (DE NOT.) BouL. 
1. 2a十Ob十4c=6 14. 2a十8b十5c=15 L 2a十Ob+4cニ 6 15. 2aト4b十7c=13
2. 2a十3b十4c=9 15. 3a十7b寸6c=16 2. 2a十Ob十5c=7 16. 2a十5b十6c=13
3. 2a十4b十4c=10 16. 2a十8b十6c=16 3. 2a十lb十4c=7 17. 2a十6b十6cニ 14
4. 2a十5b寸4c=11 17“ 3a十7b+7c=17 4. 2a十Ob十6c=8 18. 2aト7b十6c=15
5. 2a十6b十4c=12 18. 3a十8b十6cニ 17 5. 2a十lb十5c=8 19. 2a十5b-十7c=14
6. 2a 十6b十4c=12 19. 4a占 7b十7c=18 6. 2a十2b十5c=9 20. 2a十7b十7c=16
7割 2a十5b+5c=12 20偏 3a十8b十7c=18 7. 2a十lb十6c=9 21嗣 2a十6b十7cニ 15
8. 2aト7b十4c=13 21. 2a十10b+7c=19 B ‘ 2a十3b.cト5c=10 22. 2a-ト9b+7c=18
9. 2a十6b十5c=13 22. 4a十8b十7cニ 19 9. 2a十2b十6cニ 10 23. 2a十8b十7c=17
10. 2a十7b十5c=14 23. 4a+8b十8c=20 10. 2a十lb十7c=10 24. 2a十llb十6cニ 19
11. 3a十6b十5cニ 14 24. 4旦♂10b十8c=22 11. 2a十3b十6c=11 25網 2a十8b十8c=18
12. 3a十5b十6c=14 25. 4a十llb十8cニ 23 12. 2a十2b寸7c=11 26‘ 2a十llb十7cニ 20
13. 3a十6b十6c=15 13. 2a十3b十7c=12 27. 2a十10b十7c=19
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P 1 at e XVIII 
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P 1 at e XIX 
No. 1. Gr. brunnescens f. eβilosa (SCHIFFN.) PAR. No. 2. Gr. brul仰のce日sL hljmil ior V 1 L1王L.
1. 1a十Ob十2c=3 17. 2a十8b寸10c=20 1. 2旦十Ob十5cニ7 16. 2a+7b十6c=15
2. 2a十lb十5c=8 18. 2a十9bト9c=20 2. 2a十1b十4cニ7 17固 2a十5b十7c=14
3. 2a十2b十6c=10 19. 2a十9b十lOc=21 3笥 2a十lb十5c=8 18. 2a十5b寸8cニ 15
4. 2aート2b+7cニ 11 20. 2a十8b十l1c=21 4‘ 2aト2b十5c=9 19. 2a十6b十8c=16
5. 2a十3b十7c=12 21. 2a+9b+llc=22 5. 2aト3b十5c=10 20. 2a十7b十7c=16
6. 2且十2b十8c=12 22. 2a十10b十10c=22 6. 2a十2b十6cニ 10 21. 2a卜8b十8c=18
7. 2a十3b十8cニ 13 23‘ 2乱十10b+llc=23 7. 2a十4b十5cニ 11 22. 2a十7b十8c=17
8. 2a→4b十8c=14 24. 3aト9b十l1cニ23 8. 2a十3b十6cニ 11 23. 2a寸9b十8cニ 19
9事 2a十5b寸7c=14 25. 2a十llb十llcニ 24 9. 2a十2b十7c=11 24. 3a寸7b十8c=18
10. 2a十5b十8c=15 26. 3a十llb十llc=25 10. 2a十3b十7cニ 12 25. 3a十10b十8c=21
11. 2a十6b十8c=16 27. 2a十13b十llc=26 11. 2a+5b十6c=13 2，6. 2a寸9b十9c=20
12. 2a十6b十9cニ 17 28. 3a十llb十12cニ26 12. 2a十6b寸6c=14 27. 3a十8b寸10c=21
13蜘 2a十7b十9c=18 29. 3a十12b十12c=27 13. 2a十5b十7cニ 14 28. 3a十9b十9c=21
14. 2a十8b十9c=19 30. 3a十12b十13cニ28 14. 2a十4b-十8cニ 14 29. 3a十10b十10c=23
15. 2a十7b十10c=19 31. 3a十13b十13cニ 29 15働 2a十6b十7c=15
16. 2a十7b十llc=20
z ・ON‘or・10A "a'fu fl 1Jm 1JZ1JU1J){ ，φN '!'JS 
XIX :>I.L V'1d IV.M. v)I 
問鮮明瞭惣明句唆智喫碍喫続得務標穂郡時期静静柳瞬間時間瞬間開ー?竺同町何一"?Tマニ入とニ
























No.2 Gγ. gracilis f. subePilosa PILOUS. 
1. la十Ob十2c=3 15. 2a+3b十6c=11
2. 2a十日b十4c=6 16. 2a十4b十6c=12
3. 2a十lb十4c=7 17. 2a十3b十7c=12
4. 2a十Ob十5c=7 18. 2a十3b十8c=13
5匂 2a十2b十4c=8 19. 2a十4b十7c=13
6. 2a十lb十5c=8 20. 2a十5b十6c=13
7. 2a十2b十5c=9 21. 2a十5b+7c=14
8. 2a十3b十4c=9 22. 2a十4b十8c=14
9. 2a十lb十6c=9 23. 2a+5b十8c=15
10. 2a十2b十6c=10 24. 2a十6b十8c=16
11. 2a十3b十5c=10 25. 2a十5b十9c=16
12. 2a+4b十5c=11 26. 2a十6b十9c=17
13. 2aト2b十7c=11 27. 2a十7b十8c=17
14. 2a十2b+8cロ 12 28. 2a十7b十9c=18
総創
KAWAI PLATE XX 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at e XXI 
Gタ.gracilis f. tenuis VILl王L.
1. 2a十Ob十4c=6 19. 2a+7b十8c=17
2. 2a+Ob十5c=7 20. 2a十8b十8c=20
3. 2a十2b十4c=8 21. 2a十7b十9c=18
4. 2a十1b+5c=8 22. 2a十6b十10c=18
5. 2a十Ob+6c=8 23. 2a十7b十10c=19
6. 2a十2b+5c=9 24. 2a十9b十8c=19
7. 2a+2b十6c=10 25. 2a十8b十9c=19
8. 2a十1b+6c=9 26. 2a+7b十llc=20
9. 2a十3b+6c=11 27. 2a十9b十9c=20
10. 2a+2b十7c=11 28. 2a十8b十llc=21
11. 2a+3b十7c=12 29. 2a十10b十10c=22
12. 2a十4b十6c=12 30. 2a十10b十llc=23
13. 2a十4b十7c=13 31. 2a十9b+12c=23
14. 2a十4b+8c=14 32. 2a十10b十12c=24
15. 2a十3b+9c=14 33. 2a+13b+10c=25 
16. 2a十5b+8c=15 34. 2a十llb十12c=25
17. 2a十4b十9c=15 35. 2a十13b十12c=27
18. 2a十5b十9c=16
一一一一一一一一一一一ー
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P 1 at e xxn 
Fifteen types in possible combinations of characteristics 
of leaf cell wall. 
Ala Longitudinal cell wall u日iformin thicknees， axis of wall straight; cross 
cell wall straight， both cell wall same in thickn巴ss;length of crossく
longtudinaL 
Alb Long. c. w. uniform in thiclmess， axis of wall straight cross c. w. 
straight， both cell wall same in thickness; length of cross = long. 
A2 Long c. w. uniform in thiclmess， axis of wall straight; 
both cell wall not same in thiclmess圃
A3 Long. c. w. uniform in thickness， axis of wall waved; cross c. w. 
straight; 1巴ngthof cross < long 
B 11 Long. c. w. uniform in thickness， axis of wall rippled cross c号 w.
uniform in thickness; length of crossく long.right angle. 
Blb Long. c. w. uniform in thickness， axis of wall rippled cross c. w. 
uniform in thickness; length of cross くこlong.;oblique angle. 
B2a Long. c. w. uniform in thickness， axis of wall rippled cross c. w. 
uniform in thickness; length of cross> long.; right angle. 
B2b Long. c. w. uniform in thiclmess， axis of wall rippled; cross c圃 W.
uniform in thickness; length of cross> long.; obli司ueangle司
B 3a Long. c. w圃 uniformin thickness， axis of wall rippled; cross c. w 
uniform in thickness; 1巴ngthof cross = long.; right angle. 
B3b Long. c. w. uniform in thiclmess， axis of wall rippled; cross c. w. 
uniform in thickness; 1色ngthof cross = long.; oblique angle晶
B4 Long. c網 w.uniform in thickness， axis of wall rippled; cross c. w. not 
uniform in thickness. 
C la Long. c. w. not uniform in thickness， axis of wall rippled; cross c. w凋
rippled; length of cross> long. 
Clb Long. c. w. not uniform in thickness， axis of wall rippled; cross c唱 w.
rippled; length of cross = longo 
C2 Long. c， w. not uniform in thickness， axis of wall rippled; cross c. w. 
straight; length of crossく !ong.
C3 Long. c. w. not uniform in thickness， axis of wall straight. 
KAWAI PLATE XXII 
Ala Alb AZ 
A3 B1;，o. Blb 
B3a B3b B2a 
B2b 84 C1a 
Clb C2 C3 
Scio Rep. Kanazawa Univo， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at εXXIII 
Some types of the laef apex are found in both dry 
and wet habitats on Gr. aβocarpa. 
1. 2. 6. and 8 Types of the leaf apex are found in the dry habitat. 
3. 4. 5. 7. 9. and 10 Types of the leaf apex are found inτhe wet habitat. 
KAWAI PLATE XXIII 
2 
Sci. Re)う.Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 a te XXIV 
Gr. agassizii (SULL. et LESQ・)JAEG. 
1. cross section of midrib x 450 
2. cross section of leaf margin x 450 
3. leaf )( 36 
4. leaf apex x 300 
5. cross section of stem x 300 
6. midrib cells of median leaf x300 
7. margin cells of median leaf x 300 
8. plant habit x 3 
9. margin cells of leaf base x 300 
10. midrib cells of leaf base x300 
KAWAI PLATE XXIV 
Sci. Ret. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at e XXV 
Gr. alpicola HEDW. 
1. plant habit x 5 
2. leaf x 18 
3. female plant x 15 
4. leaf apex x 150 
5. median leaf cells 300 
6判 leafbase cells x 300 
7. cross section of midrib x450 
B盆 crosssection of leaf margin x 450 
9. cross section of stem 沢 300
KAWAI PLATE XXV 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at e XXVI 
Gr. a向。da昨 B.S阻 G
1. 2. and 4. leaf apexes >( 2，00 
3闘 leafx 36 
5. cross section of stem x 300 
6. median leaf cells x 300 
7. leaf base cells x 300 
8. cross sectIon of midrib x 450 
9. and 10. cross s芭ctionsof leaI margin x 450 
KAWAI PLATE XXVI 
P 1 a te XXVII 
Gr. ano附 alaHAMPE 
1. cross section of stem x 300 
2. cross section of midrib x 450 
3. leaf x36 
4. leaf apex 300 
5. median leaf cells x 300 
6也 leafbase cells x 300 
7. and 8. cross sections of leaf margin 450 
9. cross section of midrib χ450 
省盆幽語均記成語議論溢弱遊説盈溢踊訟均ゐ窃総嘉蔵話通語主ゐ迂盆泌ぷ品与
KAWAI PLATE XXVII 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1乱 te xxvm 
Gr. apocarpa HEDW. 
1. plant habit x 10 
2. leaf x 36 
3. f巴maleplant with capsule x 15 
4角 leafapex x 300 
5品 medianleaf cells 300 
6. leaf base cells x.300 
7‘ cross section of midrib x 450 
8. cross section of leaf margin x 450 
9. cross section of stem x 300 
10偉 peristometeeth x 150 
PLATE XXVIII 
S'ci. Re]う.Kanazawa Univ.， Vol，10， No. 2 
P 1 a te XXIX 
Gr. apocar企lavar管 airofusca(SCHIMP.) HUSN. 
1. cross section of stem 300 
2. and 3. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
4. leaf apex x 300 
5. plant habit父 7.5
6. cross section of midri b 450 
7. median leaf cells x 300 
8. leaf base cells く300
9. leaf X 36 
KAW AI PLA TE XXIX 
Sci. Ret. Kanazawa Uniz人，Vol.l0， No. 2 
P 1 at色 xxx
Gr. a戸ocarpavar. co河!ferta(FUNCK) SPRENG. 
1. and 2. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
3. median leaf cells x 300 
4. and 5. leaf apex x 300 
6. cross section of midrib )( 450 
7. cross sectio日 ofstem x 300 
8. leaf 36 
9. plant habit x 7.4 
10. leaf base cells く300
10 
Sci. Rφ. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.l0， No. 2 
P 1 a te XXXI 
Gr.吋ocarβavar. microtheca CARD. 
1. plant habit x 7 
2. leaf く18
3. female plant with capsule x 15 
4. leaf apex 150 
5. median leaf cells x 300 
6. leaf base cells )( 300 
7切 crosssection of midrib x 450 
8. cross section of leaf margin x 450 
9. cross section of stem x 300 
KAWAI PLATE XXXI 
Sci. Ret. Kanazaωa Univ.， Vol.l0， No. 2 
P 1 at e XXXII 
Gr. atocarta var. rivularis (BRID.) NEES et HORNSCH. 
1. plant habit x 7 
2. leaf x 36 
3. female plant x 15 
4. leaf apex x 150 
5. median leaf cells x 300 
6. leaf base cells x 300 
7. cross section of midrib x450 
8. cross section of leaf margin x 450 
9. cross section of stem x 300 
KAWAI PLATE xxxn 
Sci. ReJう.KanazawαUniv.， Vol.10‘No.2 
P 1 at e XXXIII 
Gr. apocarpa var. rivularis f. acutifolia (T. JENS.) 
1. leaf x36 
2. leaf apex x 300 
3. cross section of stem x300 
4. median leaf cells x 300 
5. cross section of midrib x 450 
6. leaf base cells x 300 
7. and 8. cross sections of leaf margin x450 
KAWAI PLA TE XXXIII 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at e XXXIV 
G7七時ocaYjう，tlvar. tenerrirna NEES et HORNSCH. 
1. and 2. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
3幅 crosssection of stem 300 
4. leaf 36 
5闘 leafapex )( 300 
6. cross section of midrib x 450 
7吻 planthabit >( 7.5 
8. median leaf cells 300 
9. leaf base cells 300 
KAWAI PLATE XXXIV 
Sci. Rφ. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.l0勺 No.2
Plate XXXV 
Gr. arizonae REN. et CA宜D.
1. leaf x 36 
2. cross section of leaf margin x 450 
3. cross section of midrib x 450 
4. 5. and 6. leaf apexes x 300 
7. cross section of stem x 300 
8. margin cells of median leaf x 300 
9. midrib cells of median leaf x300 
10. midrib cells of leaf base x 300 
11. margin cells of leaf base x 300 
KAWAI PLATE XXXV 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.. Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 a te XXXVI 
Gれ cratericolaSA K. et T AK. 
1. cross section of stem 300 
2. and 3. cross sections of leaf margin 450 
4. cross section of midri b )( 450 
5. median leaf cells x 300 
6. plant habit x 7.5 
7. leaf 36 
8. leaf apex x 300 
ヲ.and 10. leaf base cells x 300 
KAWAI 
Sci. Reρ. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at e XXXVII 
Gr. decalvata CARD. 
1. cross section of stem x 450 
2. leaf apex x 300 
3. and 4. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
5. leaf x 36 
6. median leaf cells x 300 
7. leaf base cells x 300 
8. cross section of midrib x 450 
ぷ ( 号ご
KAWAI PLA TE XXXVII 
Sci. Reρ咽 KanazawaUniv.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at e XXXVIII 
Gr. decipiens (SCHULTZ.) LINDB. 
1. leaf apex (apex of hyaline point) x 300 
2. leaf apex (median of hyaline point) x 300 
3. leaf apex (basal of hyaline point) x 300 
4. leaf x 36 
5. cross section of midrib x 450 
6. cross section of leaf margin x 450 
7. cross section of leaf margin x 450 
8. median leaf cells x 300 
9. leaf base cells x 300 































P 1 a te XXXIX 
Gr. do悶nia持aSM. 
1. cross section of stem 300 
2. and 3. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
4. cross section of midrib x 450 
5. leaf x 36 
6. leaf apex x 300 
7. plant habit x 7 
8. median leaf cells x 300 
9. leaf base cells >く300
KAWAI PLATE XXXIX 
Sci. Reρ吟 Kan.azawaUniv.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at守 XL
Gr. elatior BRUCH 
1. leaf apex x 300 
2. leaf )( 36 
3. rnedian leaf cells x 300 
4. cross section of stern x 300 
5. leaf base cells x 300 
6. cross section of leaf rnargin x 450 
7. cross section of midrib x 450 
KAWAI PLATE XL 
ScιRep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10、No乍 2
P 1 a te XLI 
Gr. funalis (SCHWAEGR.) B. S. G. 
1. and 2. leaf apexes 300 
3. cross section of stem x 300 
4. and 5. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
6. cross section of midrib 父450
7. leaf x 36 
8. median leaf cel1s く300
9. leaf base cells 300 
KAWAI PLATE XLI 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 a te XLII 
Gr. funalis var. calvescens (KINDB.) MOELL. 
1. 3. and 4. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
2. cross section of midrib x 450 
5. leaf apex x 300 
6. cross section of stem x 300 
7. leaf x36 
8. plant habit x 10 
9. median leaf cells x 300 
10. le泡fbase cells x 300 
KAWAl PLATE XLII 
Sci. Re)う.Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.l0， No. 2 
P 1 a t邑 XLIII
Gr. funalis f. longi戸laBouL. 
1. 2. 3闘 and4. leaf apexes x 300 
5. leaf x 36 
6. and 7. cross sections of leaf margin 450 
8. cross section of midrib x 450 
9. median leaf cells x 300 
10. leaf base cells x 300 
11. corss section of stem 300 
KAWAI PLATE XLIII 
Sci. Reρ， Kanazawa Univ" VoLl0， No. 2 
P 1旦 te XLIV 
GT. h[wtmanii SCHIMP. 
1. leaf x 36 
2. cross section of midrib x 450 
3. leaf旦pexx300 
4. median leaf c邑1sx 300 
5闘 leafbase cells x 300 
6. plant habit x 5 
7. cross section of stem >( 450 
8. and 9毎 crosssections of leaf margin x 450 
10. leaf χ36 





















Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ吋 Vol.10，No. 2 
P 1旦 te XLV 
Gr. 蹄curむaSCHWAEGR. 
1. cross section of stem 300 
2. leaf apex 300 
3. leaf x 36 
4. and 7. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
5. cross section of midrib x 450 
6. plant h乱bit 12 
8. median leaf cells 300 
9. leaf base c色118 X 300 
KAWAI PLATE XLV 
Sci. Reム .KanazawaUniv.， Vol.l0， No. 2 
P 1 atεXLVI 
Gl'.la召vigata (BRID.) BRID. 
1. leaf x 36 
2. cross section of midrib x 450 
3. and 4. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
5. cross section of stem x 300 
6. 7. and 8. leaf a pex >( 300 
9. median leaf celIs x 300 
10. midrib cel1s of leaf base >< 300 






























P 1乱 te XLVIl 
Gr鋼 押zariti合同aTURN. 
1. cross section of midrib 450 
2. cross section of stem 300 
3. leaf apex x 300 
4. leaf x 36 
5. and 6. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
7. median leaf cells )( 300 
8. leaf base cells x 300 
KAWAI PLATE XLVII 
so:. Re)う悶 Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.l0. No. 2 
P 1 a te XL VIII 
Gr. mollis B. S. G. 
1. leaf apex x 300 
2. median leaf cells x 300 
3. leaf base cells x 300 
4. cross section of midrib x 450 
5. leaf x36 
6. plant habit x 7.5 
7. and 8. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
9. cross section of stem x 300 
KAWAI PLATE XL VIII 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at e XLIX 
Gr. orbicularis var.μγsica SCHIFFNER 
1. 2. and 3. leaf apexes x 300 
4. leaf x36 
5. leaf base cells x 300 
6. median leaf cells x 300 
7. cross section of stem x 300 
8. cross section of midrib x 450 
9. cross section of leaf margin x 450 
KAWAI PLATE XLIX 
Sci. Rep. Kanctzawa Univ.， Vol.l0， No. 2 
Plate L 
Gr. ovalis (HEDW.) LINDB. 
1. plant habit x 7 
2. leaf x 36 
3. female plant with capsule x 15 
4. leaf apex x 150 
5. median leaf cells x 300 
6. leaf base cells x 300 
7. cross section of midrib x 450 
8. cross section of leaf margin x 450 
9. cross section of stem x 300 
KAWAI PLATE L 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at巴 LI
Gr. pate河S (HEDW.) B. S. G. 
1. cross section of stem x 300 
2. leaf base cells x 300 
3. median leaf cells x 300 
4. leaf apex x 300 
5. and 6. leaves x 36 
7. cross section of leaf margin )( 450 
8. cross section of midrib x 450 
IくAWAI PLATE LI 
Sci. Reρ. Kanazawa Univ.. Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at e LII 
Gr・piliferaP. BEAUV. 
1. plant habit x 7 
2. leaf x 36 
3. female plant with capsule 15 
4. leaf apex x 300 
5. median leaf cells x 300 
6. leaf base cells x 300 
7. cross section of midrib )( 450 
8. cross section of leaf margin x 450 
9. cross section of stem 300 
10ゅ peristomteeth )( 150 
KAWAI PLATE LII 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at巴 LIII
Gr.βlagiopodia 1壬EDWc
1. cross section of s tem x 300 
2. cross section of midrib x 450 
3， leョf)( 36 
5. and 8， cross sections of leaf margin >( 450 
6. leaf apex x 300 
7. plant habit )( 22 
9. median leaf cells x 300 
10噌 leafb旦secells く300
KAWAI PLATE LIII 
Sci. Reρ. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.l0， No. 2 
Plate LIV 
Gr.抑lvinata(HEDW.) SM. 
1. plant habit x 7 
2. leaf x 36 
3. female plant with capsule x 15 
4. leaf apex x 150 
5. median leaf cells x 300 
6. leaf base cells x 300 
7. cross section of midrib x450 
8. cross section of leaf maring x 450 
9. cross section of stem x300 
10. calyptra x 36 
KAWAI PLATE LIV 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 a te LV 
Gγ. pulvi問。tav紅白 africana(HEDW.) HOOK. “et WILS. 
1. 3. and 5. leaf apexes x 300 
2. le且fx36 
4. cross section of stem x 300 
6. plant habit 3.6 
7司 crosssection of leaf margin x 450 
8包 crosssection of midri b 450 
9. median leaf cells 300 
10都 leafbase cells 300 
KAWAI PLATE LV 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.l0， No. 2 
P 1 a te LVI 
Gr. teretinervis LIMPR. 
1. plant habit x 7.5 
2. leaf x36 
3. leaf apex x 300 
4. median leaf cells x 300 
5. leaf base cells x 300 
6. cross section of stem x 300 
7. and 8. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
9・ crosssection of midrib x 450 
KAWAI PLATE LVI 
1 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 a te LVII 
Gr. trichothylla ssp. lisae (DE NOT.) BOUL. 
1. plant habit x 7.5 
2. and 3. leaf apexes x 300 
4. median leaf cells x 300 
5. leaf base cells x 300 
6. cross section of stem x 300 
7. and 8. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
9. cross section of midrib x 450 
10. leaf x 36 
KAWAI PLATE LVII 
1 
Sci. Ret. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at e LVm 
Gr. tricholうhyllaf. robusfa PODP. 
1. leaf apex x 300 
2. leaf x 36 
3. cross section of stem x 300 
4. median leaf cells )( 300 
5. leaf base cells >( 300 
6. cross section of midri b x 450 
7. and 8. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
PLATE LVIII 
Sci. Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
Plate LIX 
Gr. torquata GREV. 
1. plant habit x 3 
2. leaf apex x 300 
3. leaf x 36 
4. median leaf cells x 300 
5. leaf base cells x 300 
6. cross section of stem x 300 
7. cross section of midrib x 450 
8. cross section of leaf margin x 450 
KAWAI PLATE LlX 
8之、ョダ
Sa Rep. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1 at e LX 
Gr. brunn8sce河sf. epilosa (SCHIFFN固)PAR. 
1. cross section of st巴m x300 
2. and 3. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
4. leaf)( 36 
5. leaf apexχ300 
6. median leaf cells x 300 
7. plant habit x 3固6
8. leaf base cells x 300 
9. cross section of midrib x 450 
KAWAI PLATE LX 
2 
Sci. Reρ. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.10， No. 2 
P 1旦 te LXI 
Gr. bru持問escensf. Iml珂iliorVILHL. 
1. cross section of stem 300 
2. leaf x 36 
3. leaf apex x 300 
4. median leaf cells x 300 
5. plant habit x 5 
6. leaf base c巴!lsx 300 
7. 9. 10. and 11. cross sections of leaf margin >< 450 
8. longi tudinal se己tionof midri b 450 
12. cross s巴ctionof midrib 450 
Sci. Rφ. Kanazawa Univ.， Vol.l0， No. 2 
P 1 at e LXII 
Gr. gracilis SCHWAEGR. 
1. cross section of stem x 300 
2. cross section of midrib x 450 
3. 6. and 8. cross s巴ctionsof leaf margin x 450 
4. median leaf cells x 300 
5. leaf apex x 300 
7. leaf x36 
9. leaf base cells x 300 
KAWAI 
2 







P 1 a t e LXIII 
Gr. gracilis f肝 subet可losaPILOUS 
1. cross section of stem x 300 
2固 3.and 4. cross sections of leaf margin 4，50 
5. cross section of midrib x 450 
6. leaf 36 
7. leaf apex x 300 
8. plant habit x 5 
9. median leaf cells 300 
10. leaf base cells )( 300 
z ・ON'Ol・lOA"(l~Un仰1VZ1JU7J)I'qa([ '!.?S 
IIIX1. 3:工V1.dIV且V)1
P 1 a te LXIV 
Gr. gracilis f. tenuis VILl王L.
1. cross section of stem x 300 
2. 8. and 9. cross sections of leaf margin x 450 
3. leaf x36 
4. leaf apex x 300 
5. median leaf cells x 300 
6. leaf base cells x 300 
7. cross section of midrib x 450 
KAWAI PLATE LXIV 
ミQQ己豆己主三二、一
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